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Residents are
reminded of
city stickers

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times
SLOW GOING: Murray High School students watch Wednesday as senior Brian Free drives through an obstacle course
during part of the Fatal Experience Driving Simulation program. Sponsored by the Governor's Highway Safety Program and
the
Kentucky Crime Prevention Coalition, the course allows students to "gain real-life exposure to the perils of impaired dnving
without being put at risk." Goggles worn by the students simulate being impaired.

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Wnter
It's that time of year again
for city-dwellers and anyone
working in the city to make their
annual trek to the City Hall and
purchase their city stickers.
According to Murray City
Clerk Harla McClure, the current city stickers will expire
May I.
"The entire month (of May)
is a grace period," she said.
-They have until May 31 to get
a new one'
The price for a city sticker is
$35. For vehicles weighing
more than I 1/2 tons, the price is
$40. Motorcycle stickers are
$10.
According to McClure, the

Murray Police Department will
have roadblocks set up and officers will be checking business
parking lots to ensure that city
stickers are being purchased.
If an individual receives a
ticket and purchases a city sticker within 10 business days, the
fine is $10 plus the cost of the
sticker. After 10 business daK
the fine is $50 plus the cost of
the sticker.
After the May 31 deadline,
city sticker rates go up to 538.50
in June and $70 in July.
The city stickers call he purchased at the City Hall located
at 104 N. 5th St. McClure said
there is also a drop-box where

See Page 2A

Fairgrounds, MSU
fraternity team up
for St. Jude
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray State Univeraity'a Mph.Gamma Rho Ingriculttiral frater-

will host the second annual Mid-South Pullers Tractor
Association's "Pull For Life" fundraiser for St. Jude's Children's
Medical Center Saturday night at the Calloway County Fairgrounds.
Last year's inaugural event raised $10,0(X) in funds for the
Memphis, Tenn., hospital arid the fair board will again donate the
use of the fairgrounds for the fundraiser for 2008, according to
Christy Watkins. secretary of the Murray-Calloway County Fair
Association Board of Directors, which is co-sponsoring the event.
Jim Ford, assistant activities director for AGR, said everyone is
invited to come out and enjoy themselves during the event while
also helping to fund research and efforts to provide medical care for
sick children.
Tractor drivers from across the region and several states are
expected to take part in a "family-friendly atmosphere" of excitement.
"There will be four different classes of pullers and they come
from all over," Ford said. "Some of them come from our area and
nity
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TOM BERRY/Ledger .6 Times
FOR THE FARMERS: Work is moving along smoothly on construction of Murray-Calloway County Farmers Market al the
Calloway County Fairgrounds Work crews were busy about their business preparing to erect a large pavilion Wednesday
afternoon The market is expected to open in mid-to-late May offering customers a wide selection of farm-fresh produce grown
by local and regional farmers and a lot of extras as well

Layzell urges higher ed resolution
Mid-South Putters photo
In 2007, members of the Mid-South Pullers Associations
roared into Murray to help raise $10,000 for St. Jude's
Childrens Research Hospital dunng the second annual Pull
for Life" event. This year, organizers hope to top that amount
and are inviting the public to come out, have some fun and
help sick children.
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"I have been following the
to
opinion
articles about the disagreement
determine
between you and the Council.
whether
the
and 1 wnte out of a profound
council acted
concern for the potential it has
in accordance
to retard, perhaps even reverse.
with state law
the progress Kentucky has made
when it hired
toward the achievement of its
Brad Cowgill
postsecondary reform goals."
as its president.
Layzell wrote
Beshear
has
Beshear spokesman Dick
said the counesitheeir
Brown said the governor was
ignored
cil
not going to comment on the let- legal requirements that it conter.
duct a national search for a presLayzell told the Lexington ident who has an established
Herald-Leader in an interview reputation and experience in
Wednesday night that he had postsecondary education.
also spoken with council memCowgili, a Lexington lawyer,
bers to emphasize the dangers of had no experience as a postsecescalating the conflict.
ondary administrator before
Beshcar has asked Attorney being hired as the council's
General Jack Conway for a legal interim president in September.

Before that, he
had been state
budget director
for
former
Ernie
Gov.
Fletcher.
Alltson
Gardner
Martin.
Conway's
spokeswoman,
Cann'
said the opinion
requested by Beshear might be
released Thursday.
-Whatever the Attorney
General niay decide on the legal
issues, I hope that it will be a
starting, not an ending, point for
you and the Council to discuss
and resolve any differences you
may have,- Layzell wrote.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP) —
The former leader of the
Council of Postsecondary
Education says a dispute
between the
agency
and
Steve
Gov.
Beshear could
hurt the state's
education
reform efforts
In an April
18 letter, former council
President Tom
Layzell urged
LaYittll
Beshear
to
resolve his differences over who
should lead the council "in a
manner that best serves the
interests
long-term
of
Kentucky.-
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Pe!Wagons
Murray Police Department
-A burglary was reported at 1 71 4 Campbell St Monday at 12.40
a.m.
-Fraudulent use of a bank account was reported at 1013 a.m. at
407 Poplar St.
- A stolen social security number was reported at 10:44 a.m. at
407 Poplar St
--A traffic accident was reported Tuesday at 9:08 a.m. at 16th and
Main Streets
-A stolen semi-truck was reported at 9:55 a m at 407 Poplar St.
-A theft was reported at 502 Chantilly Dr. at 11:02 a.m.
A traffic accident was reported at 11:44 am. at 402 N. 12th St.
when a car hit a bike.
-A theft was reported at Tom's Pizza at 11.53 a.m
-A lawn ornament was reported stolen at 1'07 p.m. at 1005 Olive
St.
-A semi-truck was reported stolen from the city at 2:53 p.m. at
402 Poplar St.
-A traffic accident was reported at 3:39 p.m. at 121 North and
641
--An electrical fire was reported at 601 S. 4th St. at 3:58 p.m.
--A traffic accident was reported at 4:22 p.m. at 1403 Olive Blvd.
-A traffic accident was reported at 5:04 p.m. at 12th and Main
Streets.
-A traffic accident was reported in the Wal-Mart parking lot Friday
at 12:58 a.m.
•
Murray State University Police Department
-Students reported a theft from their room in Hart College
Saturday at 9:11 p.m.
-A caller from the Coins Center reported the third floor theater
had been broken into Sunday at 7:34 p.m.
-Samuel Boyd, no age listed, New Concord, was arrested on
outstanding warrants from Calloway County Sheriff's Office.
According to the police log, Boyd had been passing out 'account
closed' checks on campus. There were 12 incidents reported on
the police log.
-A residential director in Elizabeth College reported a smoking
urn had caught on fire Tuesday at 5:19 p.m The fire was extinguished with water by a resident.
-A residential assistant at the front desk in Regents College
reported a smoking urn had caught on fire at 1012 p.m. The
subject extinguished the fire with a fire extinguisher.
-- Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Photo provided
Pictured is Lisa Clinton. second from left presenting Region
Bank's donation to Main Street representatives, from left.
John Williams. Deana Wright and Roger Reichmuth, to 'KickOff' Main Street's Membership Campaign. Regions Bank was
recognized for providing office space for the Main Street program for the past six years onor to the renovation of the
Histonc Old Post Office

Murray Main Street kicks
off'08 membership drive
Celebrating Main Street's 10th Anniversary with a full schedule
of events for 2008. Murray Main Street board members are working diligently to increase memberships in both the individual and
business/corporate communities.
"Annual memberships are the key component for our communit to remain eligible to retain certification." stated John Williams.
membership chair. "To be a conduit for federal and state grants. we
have to first, have a formal program; second, have a full-time, paid
Main Street manager: and, finally, active members and volunteers.
You can see the progress we've made over the past Ill year.
"Pnine visible examples are the recently completed renovation
of the old historic post office, the Calloway County court house, and
the construction of new sidewalks and underground utilities."
Williams said.
"As individuals and businesses become members. they become
stakeholders in the program." said Main Street president Roger
Rcichmuth. "Our members become knowledgeable about and
involved in the program. They realize that there is an economic
development advantage 'people, businesses and industrv seeking to
locate here have cited the vitality and unique appeal of Murray's
downtown area as a strong and sometimes determining factor in
their decision to come to Murray."
To receive an application for membership in the Murray Main
Street Program or tor more inhumation. please call 759-9474 or
stop by our office in the old historic post office at 4th and Maple
streets
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Bolin, Zhang honored for research
MSU News Bureau
The Murray State University
Alumni Association is proud to
announce
the
2008
Distinguished Researcher Dr.
Dua,re Bolin, MSU professor of
history, and the 2008 Emerging
Scholar Dr. Robin Zhang. MSU
assistant professor of geosciences.
Bolin joined the MSU
department of history in 1996.
Before coming to Murray State,
he was an associate professor of
history at Williams Baptist
College in Walnut Ridge, Ark.,
and assistant professor of history
at
the
Madisonville
Community College. In 2007,
the MSU Student Government
Association awarded the Max
G. Carman Outstanding Teacher
Award to Bolin. In 2004 he
received the MSU Board of
Regents Award for Teaching
Excellence and in 2005 he was
awarded
Outstanding
Residential College Faculty
Member at MSU. His other professional activities at MSU
include serving as a faculty
mentor with the People's
Education Press in the fall of
2005 and a Presidential
Research Fellow from 2003-04.
A native of Clinton, Ky.,
Bolin received his Bachelor of
Arts degree in history and education from Belmont University
in 1978. He earned his master's
and doctoral degrees in history
from
the
University
of
Kentucky in 1982 and 1988. His
areas of research interest
include American history,
Gilded Age and Progressive
Era. Kentucky history and
Amencan sports history.
A student and faculty
favorite, Bolin is described by
colleagues as "engaged, hardworking, well-rounded and
accomplished," and "willing to
engage
topics,
consider
approaches and seek resources
that require an extra measure of
intellectual fortitude."
Bolin has published three
books, Bossism and Reform in a
Southern City: Lexington,
Kentucky.
1880-1940;
Kentucky Baptists, 1925-2000:
and An Abiding Faith: A
Sesquicentennial

History
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Dr. Robin Bang
Press of Kentucky, a commentator on WKMS public radio and
a faculty member of Regents
College.
Zhang joined the MSU
department of geosciences in
2003. Before coming to Murray
State. she was an assistant professor at the University of
Saskatchewan in Canada, a
teaching and research assistant
at the University of Western
Ontario and a GIS analyst at the
Chinese Academy of Urban
Planning and Design in China.
Her honors include the Best
Ph.D. Thesis Award from the
Canadian Remote Sensing
Society in 2003, the Ontario
Graduate Scholarship from the
Ontario Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities from
2(8)1-02 and the Special
University Scholarship from the
University of Western Ontario
from 1998-2001.
At Murray State, Zhang is a
meinber of the Collegiate
Curriculum Committee(CSET),
Roads Scholar, faculty advisor
to the Geoscience Club and
from 2004-06 served as a senator in the faculty senate.
A native of southwest China.
Zhang received her Bachelor of
Science degree in geography
from Nanjing University in
Nanjing. China in 1992, her
master's degree in geography
from the Chinese Academy of
Sciences in 1995 and her doctorate in geography from the
University of Western Ontano
in 2002. Her areas of research
interest include remote sensing
and GIS applications in land use
and land cover change, landscape ecology, urban community development and resource

and

fulfilling

I

have

been

rcsearcbtag and writing ever
since that-junior year project in
my high school ancient history
class, and I hope to continue in
the years to come."
Bolin is a member of the editorial board of the University
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Researcher and

Scholar plagues
the Easley Alumni
they will be recogthe 2008 Senior

GOLDEN POND, Ky. - The West
Kentucky Amateur Astronomers (WKAA)
and Land Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area will host National
Astronomy Day on May 10, at the Golden
Pond Visitor Center and Planetarium.
WKAA club members will he available
throughout the day to answer questions, distribute information, and share telescopes for
solar observing.
"This is a unique opportunity to view the
sun and learn about astronomy," said Sonya
Wood-Mahler. Planetarium Interpreter.
"Activities for families taking place both
inside and outside will include companng

the size of the planets, comparing the distance objects are from earth, and experiments using different colors of light,"
In addition to opportunities to observe
the sun, the day includes free planetarium
shows at 10 and II a.m., and I. 2, and 3
p.m. Planetarium doors open at 9 a.m.
Featured shows include Blown Away: Wild
World of Weather. Search for Life in the
Universe, Far Out Space Places. Explorers
of the International Space Station, and
Kentucky Skies. LBL's Golden Pond
Planetarium is a newly-upgraded, state-ofthe-an, air conditioned facility with new
theatre style seats allowing visitors to enjoy
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LBL to celebrate National Astronomy Day
our shows in comfort.
At noon, WKAA members will present a
lecture titled "Getting Started in
Astronomy." In the past, this presentation
has included tips on observing the night sky.
buying your first scope. and safety viewing
the sun.
Astronomy day is held annually nationwide to promote and encourage astronomy
as a science and hobby. For more information or directions to the Golden Pond Visitor
Center, visit WKAA's website at
www.wkaa.net.
LBL's
website
at
www.lbLorg, or Friends of LBL at
wwv.,.friendsoflbl.org.
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•Fairgrounds, fraternity ...
From Front
we've had some that have come
from southern Alabama and
we've had them from northern
Illinois around PeonaThe event will take place at
the rear of the fairgrounds area
of Ky. 121 North. The gates will
open at 6 p.m. with the action
kicking off at 7 p.m. Admission
at the gate will be a $10 donation; however those buying a
ticket before Saturday will only

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
inemuars vethout Group Coverage
independent Contractors

COME SF,
THE DANCING WHITE
STALLIONS AND THEIR
'AIRS AllOVI THE GROUND'
IN 'THE WONDERFUL WORLD
OF HORSES'
PERFORMING LIVE Al
MSU' 4114411110•

of

Providence, Kentucky, 18401990: Currently he is finishing a
manuscript for his fourth book
titled, Adolph Rupp and the
Rise of Big-Time College
Basketball
in
America.

Dr. Donn Bodo
Considered a leader in the
research and writing of sports
history in Kentucky, Bolin has
made several keynote addresses
on his research of Adolph Rupp,
including "In Search of Adolph
Rupp," at the Ohio Valley
History Conference Luncheon
in October of 2005.
Bolin has published numerous research articles and book
reviews for the University Press
of Kentucky and Register of the
Kentucky Historical Society and
other scholarly journals. Since
2005, he has written a weekly
newspaper column for the
Murray Ledger & Times,
"Home and Away.- In a collection of essays hononng Bolin's
mentor, the late Dr. Thomas D.
Clark. Kentucky's Historian
Laureate, Bolin contributed a
chapter titled "Inspirer- in
Thomas D. Clark of Kentucky:
An Uncommon Life in the
Commonwealth.
"To receive Murray State's
Distinguished
Researcher
Award inspires me to continue
to research and write as I teach
in the history department,"
Bolin said. "I have a dozen or
so projects that I hope to complete before I die. I remember
the first research paper that I
completed in high school, a
paper on the Egyptian pharaoh,
'Akhenaton: The Sun King.' I
remember that the whole
process was at once challenging

and information
in
extraction from remotely sensed
data. These research areas benefit the understanding of environments at nsk and the rational
use of limited resources.
A diligent researcher and
teacher, Zhang is descnbed by
colleagues as "a rare scientist
who possnses unique skills and
techniques critical for research."
Her competence in the classroom, willingness to serve the
geosciences department and
outstanding research record has
earned her great respect from
faculty and students.
Zhang has published six articles in six different refereed
journals since arriving at MSU.
She was lead author of three of
those publications, and has
recently submitted an article
with another one in press.
Zhang has also been invited to
review articles for top scholarly
journals and cited in many of
them. She has made several
conference presentations with
collaborators from Canada,
China, Japan and the United
States.
Her most recent research
projects include monitoring the
expansion of Beijing, China and
the management of the steppe
grassland in the semi-arid
regions of Inner Mongolia and
mapping the landscape of the
Patagonia region of Argentina.
She is also researching the landscape change of the lower
Kentucky Lake watershed.
Zhang says, "I am very honored to receive the Emerging
Scholar award. Thanks to the
Alumni Association for setting
up the award to recognize junior
faculty members for their
accomplishments. I hope to continue to grow in my chosen
career."
Zhang's professional memberships include the Associatidn
of American Geographers and
the American Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing.
Bolin and Zhang will each
receive a $1,000 cash award and
participate in the 2008 spnng
commencement
ceremony.
Their names will be added ty the
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the event is the second stop of
the organizations 2008 season.
The event will feature the 6,000
Super Stock. 8,000 Super Stock.
10010 Pro Stock, and the 9,300
Super Farm tractors.
Registration for competitors
closes as 6:30 p.m followed by
a drivers' meeting before the',
action begins.
"It will he a great night of
pulling that will benefit a great
children's hospital. I've heard it
said that there is no man taller
that one that bends over to help
a child.- said Brent Dixon, president of Mid-South on the Web
site. "My hat is off to the Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity for their
efforts."
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result of a team effort.
"The fraternity has been
working hard since September
to get sponsorships from various
companies and local businesses
that have donated money and
equipment needed to support the
pull:* he said. "Last year's pull
was a huge success with the
brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho
raising $10.000. This year the
brothers hope to raise more
money to benefit the children of
St. Judes. We would like to
thank all the sponsors and the
community for supporting this
event. Without the help of all of
you an event like this would not
be possible.According to the Mid-South
Pullers Association Web site,

Membership Special]
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be asked for an $8 donation.
Children under 4 years of age
will be admitted free. Children
from age 4 to age 12 will be
admitted for a donation of $5.
The tractors will compete in
four divisions ranging in size
from large to small with drivers
of all ages competing.
Ford said a 50-50 raffle is
also planned.
"We're also raffling off a
Remington 870 (shotgun),
we're selling T-shins and there
will be a concession stand set up
by the fair board," he said.
"Every ticket that is sold, everything that's sold, the money will
go to St. Jude's."
Cody Willis, activities director for AGR said the event it the

patrons can drop off a selfaddressed return stamped envelope with their vehicles' information (make, model. year) and
the sticker will be mailed to
them.
Last year, 14,000 city stickers were sold and generated over
$400,000 for the general fund.
According to McClure, the
money "takes care of police and
fire protection and to pay the
bills of the city."
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KentuckylnBrief
Leitchfield man saddled up to
protest hip gas prices

hursday, April 24, 2008 • 3

McCain opposes equa pay bill
4

NEW ORLEANS (API — decisions by supervisors kept
Republican Sen. John McCain, her from making more.
The Supreme Court voted 5campaigning through povertystricken cities and towns, said 4 last year to throw out her comWednesday he opposes a Senate plaint, saying she had waited too
bill that seeks equal pay for long to sue.
Democrats criticized McCain
women because it would lead to
for opposing the bill.
more lawsuits.
"Senator McCain has yet
Senate Republicans killed the
bill Wednesday night on a 56-42 again fallen in line with
vote that denied the measure the President Bush while middle60 votes needed to advance it to class families are falling by the
full debate and a vote. Majority wayside," Clinton said in a
Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., had statement following the vote.
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) — A trio of Louisville teenagers has been
arrested and charged with plotting the death of a middle school stu- delayed the vote to give "Women are earning less, but
dent.
McCain's Democratic rivals, Senator McCain is offering
Louisville police spokesman Phil Russell says detectives began Sens. Hillary Rodham Clinton more of the same."
middle
school
in
eastinvestigating after a call from authorities at a
National
Democratic
ern Jefferson County, who reported that there was word of a plot by and Barack Obama, time to
spokeswoman
return to Washington to support Committee
some students to kill a fellow student.
Russell says three people had been working since March to plan the measure, which would make Karen Finney said: "At a time
the murder of a 13-year-old girl.
it easier for women to sue their when American families arc
police arrested two girls, ages 13 and 14, on Tuesday and
charged them with conspiracy to commit murder. Neither has been employers for pay discrimina- struggling to keep their homes
and jobs while paying more for
named because of their age. Seth Ryan Woods, 19, of Louisville, tion.
also was arrested on the same murder conspiracy chaige.
McCain skipped the vote to everything from gasoline to groRussell said the teens had planned to execute their plan by this
ceries, how on Earth would anycampaign in New Orleans.
weekend.
"I am all in favor of pay equi- one who thinks they can lead
ty for women, but this kind of our country also think it's
legislation, as is typical of acceptable to oppose equal pay
what's being proposed by my for America's mothers, wives
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A southern Kentucky sheriff has friends on the other side of the and daughters?"
pleaded not guilty to misdemeanor charges of unauthorized parking
McCain stated his opposition
aisle, opens us up to lawsuits for
in a handicapped zone, menacing and official misconduct.
Todd County Sheriff Billy Stokes appeared in Logan County all kinds of problems," the to the hill as he campaigned in
District Court without an attorney on Monday. Stokes said he will rep- expected GOP presidential nom- rural eastern Kentucky, where
resent himself in the case.
inee told reporters."This is gov- poverty is worse among women
The charges stem from a dispute on March 22. Daniel Draper. 53,
of Adairville, accused Stokes of illegally parking in a handicapped ernment playing a much, much than men. The Arizona senator
spot and said the sheriff threatened him with a stun gun.
greater role in the business of a said he was familiar with the
Stokes said he was parked in front of a store and was waiting for pnvate enterprise system.disparity but that there are better
his wife, but was not in a handicapped spot.
ways to help women find better
sought
to
counteract
The
bill
A prethal conference has been scheduled for 10 a.m. May 12 in
a Supreme Court decision limit- paying jobs.
Logan County.
"They need the education
ing how long workers can wait
before suing for pay discrimina- and training, particularly since
more and more women are
tion.
It is named for Lilly heads of their households, as
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-- A western Kentucky county is appealing
a federal judge's ruling that bars a display of the Ten Ledbetter, a supervisor at the much or more than anybody
Commandments at its courthouse. Attorney Mathew Stayer, who rep- Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.'s else," McCain said. "And it's
resents Grayson County, said the March ruling by U.S. District Judge plant in Gadsden. Ala.. who hard for them to leave their famJoseph H. McKinley was 'clearly flawed."
sued for pay discrimination just ilies when they don't have
However David Friedman of the American Civil Liberties Union of
Kentucky said the court "got it right." McKinley ruled the intent of the before retiring after a I9-year somebody to take care of them.
display at the courthouse in Leitchfield was religious and not educa- career there. By the time she
"It's a vicious cycle that's
tional.
retired, Ledbetter made $6,500 affecting women, particularly in
The display originally included the full text of such historical docthe country like this,
uments as the Mayflower Compact and the Declaration of less than the lowest-paid male a part of
supervisor and claimed earlier where mining is the mainstay:
Independence.
BOWLING GR EN. Ky. (A
-- A ;nen who lives in western
Kentucky has saddled up in protest of high gasoline prices.
Allan Peerce owns his own sign-making company in Leitchfield,
so his commute may not be like many people's, but he makes it via
Hitman. That's his Tennessee walking horse
Peerce says he's trying to awaken people to take action over costly gasoline, urging them to get off their high horse and get on a real
horse.
Peerce says he and 'Altman will mosey on over to the Leitchfield
City Hall and set up camp on the lawn if diesel prices hit $4.25 a gallon

Three teens charged with murder
plot of middle school student

r
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Todd County sheriff pleads
not guilty to misdemeanors

County appealing federal
judge's ruling against display

Whistlebtower settles lawsuit

against Ky. Transportabon Cabinet
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) — A slate worker will receive $500,000 to
settle a whistleblower lawsuit against the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet.
Sarah Missy McCray filed the suit in 2005 under the state's
Whistleblower Act, claiming former Transportation Secretary William
Nighbert had threatened her. McCray claimed in the lawsuit that she
was a victim of retaliation because she cooperated with an attorney
general's investigation into the hiring practices of Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's Republican administration.
The Fletcher administration was marred by scandal that involved
the hiring and finng of hourly empioyees based on political considerations. Such activities are Mega! under Kentucky law. A special grand
wry that began work in 2005 returned 29 indictments. Fletcher was
among the people charged, but the counts against him were later
dropped in a negotiated agreement with prosecutors.

*
AP

Republican presidential candidate, Sen John McCain, RAriz., speaks to reporters during a news conference outside
the Old Martin County Courthouse, Wednesday in Inez,
Kentucky during his "It's Time for Action" campaign tour.
traditionally, women have not
gone into that line of work, to
say the least,- he said.
McCain chose to visit the
tiny hamlet of Inez. Ky..
because it is where President
Lyndon B. Johnson declared
war on poverty. But McCain
said Johnson's poverty programs had failed.
"I wouldn't be back here
today if government had fulfilled the promise that Lyndon
Johnson made 44 years ago,- he

said.
In recent weeks, McCain has
proposed a series of tax breaks
for corporations, doubling the
dependent child tax exemption,
government-backed refinancing
for struggling homeowners and
a summer holiday from gas
taxes. He proposed another new
program Wednesday: a tax
write-off for companies that
provide high-speed Internet
access for underserved, lowincome communities.

2 Fort Campbell soldiers killed in Iraq
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(API — Two Fort Campbell soldiers have been killed in Iraq
from injuries suffered after their
an
encountered
vehicle
improved explosive device.
The Department of Defense
says 20-year-old Spc. Steven J.
Christofferson of Cudahy, Wis..
and 26-year-old Sgt. Adam J.
Kohlhaas of Perryville. Mo.,
died Apnl 21 in Bayji.
They were assigned to the 1st
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Battalion.

327th

Infantry

Regiment, 1st Brigade Combat

Team, 101st Airborne Division.
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It's time for the Murray Ledger & Times
Senior Class of 2008 Special Section.

SUNDAY ONLY - 12:00 PM TO 5:00 PM
FREE HOT pOGS AND DRUNKS DURING THIS SPECIAL OCCASION

If you would like to be included in this special section and Dip WI have your senior
picture made by Allison Photography, please take a current picture of yourself to your high
school office. Please list your full name, school and phone number on the back of
the picture
-
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NOOK FAIR
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Children's Books • Readers• Novels• Paperbacks• Cookbooks• Self Help • Spirituality

BIG DISCOUNTS!
Some large quantities available • Excellent for gifts • Summer reading
There's something for everyone!

South Eastern Book Company
3333 US Hwy.641 North • Murray, KY 42071 •(2701753-0732
www.bunchesofbooks.com
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THE GOOD OLE BOYS, PHIL & DENNIS,
HAVE GIVEN THE ORDERS...

"SELL IT ALL,
We MUST Clean The Warehouses!
This Furniture MUST Go!"
Phil & Dennis
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Robe

Pay attention
Most people across this country — parents, educators, law enforcement officials, clergy and many
others — were shocked when six Florida teenage
girls videotaped themselves last month taking
turns bullying, brutally punching and kneeing a
defenseless 16-year-old girl cowering in a fetal
position.
However, anyone paying attention to what many
teens, and adults, are posting and viewing on the
Internet these days wouldn't have been surprised
at all. Fight videos, especially featuring girls, have
become common. Google "girl fight" and you will
find thousands of similar videos.
The Florida teenagers, including two boys who
stood as guards dunng the 30-minute video mugging apparently planned to post their assault on
YouTube, the online video host, for all the world
'to see. They didn't get the chance because when
: the injured victim finally called 911, police seized
the video and released it to the public to be aired
repeatedly on TV and posted online.
It clearly is time to begin paying attention to
what our young people are putting online, what
they are viewing how they are being influenced
and what they are learning there.
The Internet has become a miraculous tool
opening opportunities that a few short years ago
most of us couldn't have imagined. As with all
technological developments, the digital evolution
also presents opportunities for abuse. This, and
other types of pornography, are unfortunate examples.
Banning YouTube, as some now demand, is no
answer. It serves legitimate communications and
educational purposes empower citizen participation.
Outlawing it would not be possible, anyway. The
argument that video beatings exercise free speech
protected by the First Amendment makes absolutely no sense, either. They are no more free speech
than yelling "fire" in a crowded theater.
There do need to be some safeguards, self-policing within families, institutions of education and
faith. And when they fail, law enforcement has to
sweep in. Parents can and should help by paying
attention to what their children are posting and
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Pennsylvania's cash prize
WASHINGTON (API -Turns out Hillary Rodham
Clinton 's victory Tuesday
came with a cash prize.
In the hours after winning
Pennsylvania's Democratic
presidential primary. Clinton's
campaign said she raised
$3.5 million, marking her
best overnight performance
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Ahead of the pack
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ruary only to see Obama hit

Media Analysis Group, a
political ad tracking firm.
Clinton went up with ads
April 3 in North Carolina
and April 8 in Indiana.
But if Clinton plans to
stay in the contest through
June 3. May will he an
expensive proposition.
A week after May 6,
Nebraska and West Virginia
hold primaries. A week later.
Kentucky and Oregon have
contests.
Oharna's campaign wealth
has allowed him to already
look ahead to Oregon, which
holds its primary May 20.
Mama has spent more than
$100,000 on television ads in
Oregon, where residents have
until April 29 to register as

ARE SACV
&A FOOt.

AP
new voters. To add to the
pressure, Oregon voters cast
their votes by mail and ballots will begin arriving in
households after May 2.
Election night successes
have stimulated donors
before. Clinton took in SI
million online during the 24
hours following her New
Hampshire primary victory in
January. She also raised
more than $6 million in the
three days following the Feb.
5 Super Tuesday elections,
when more than 20 states
were in contention.
Still, every time Clinton
hits a high water mark in
fundraising, Obama manages
to best her. She recorded a
high of $35 million in Feb-

„

a record of $55 million. Last
month, bound to be slow
after such a fundraising frenzy in February, generated a
respectable $20 million for
Clinton. Obama raised twice
as much.
While Clinton has been
outspent on ads, both have
spent similar amounts on
travel. In March. both posted
about $5 million in travel
expenses. Clinton has to foot
the bill for two active surrogates — her husband, the
former president, and their
daughter Chelsea -- have
maintained breakneck schedules campaigning for her.
Obama has forced Clinton
to chase him with spending,
forcing her hand early by
eroding her leads in public
opinion polls. Clinton once
led in Indiana, but °barna
now holds a narrow edge in
some polls. Depending on
how well she can parlay
Tuesday's victory into cash,
some Democratic Party
strategists believe Clinton
may have to shift her money
out of North Carolina and
into Indiana in hopes of
staving off two losses in one
day.
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Clinton, desperate to fight
on against a flush Barack
Obama. could certainly use
the money.
On Sunday, the campaign
revealed that at the end of
March it had just over $9
million in the bank and $10
million in debt. Obama had
more than $40 million cash
on hand at the start ot
April.
Obama has been able to
tap a formidable network of
donors that now total more
than 1.3 million. Clinton has
viewing online. It is their responsibility. They
a smaller donor base and
only recently has begun to
awapie there ,are. ways to find out what
expand it through Internet
r children are viSitirig. And to check roues
solicitation. But a greater
tinely.
share of Clinton's donors
The latest example of cyber bullying took place
have contnbuted the maxiin a faraway state. However, in Kentucky, Gov.
mum $2,300 to the pnmary
Steve Beshear signed a bill into law that requires
allowed by law. That means
policies against bullying in this state. A video of a that to stay within sight of
school fight at Madison County Schools was postObama, she has to find new
ed recently on YouTube which officials say could
donors — not an easy task
be considered a type of "cyber bullying" accordthis late in a campaign.
The money disparity has
The Associated Press.
ing
been evident. Obama spent
The Florida incident is a warning to anyone
who would be tempted to emulate the teen attack- more than $11 million in
broadcast television ads in
ers. Not only was their victim seriously injured,
Pennsylvania to Clinton's
possibly suffering a concussion, but their names
nearly $5 million. It was the
forever will be associated with the beatings. And
most Obama had spent in
they could go to jail for a long long time.
any single contest so far.
Tried as adults, as they should be, on charges
Both campaigns now hurl
of kidnapping assault and tampering with a witthemselves into Indiana and
ness, they could spend the rest of their lives in
North Carolina, which hold
primaries May 6. Both camOil. Let's face it, that's not very likely to happen.
But for the rest of their lives what is sure to hap- paigns already have been
pen is every time they apply for jobs, try to enter spending money in the state,
buying ads, setting up field
a college or university or receive security clearoperations and traveling.
ances, the video of their brutal spree will be an
But, as he has in contest
obstacle. Impressions of their police mug shots and after
contest, Mama is outnews stories will pop up every time one of their
spending Clinton on televinames is typed into a computer search browser.
sion commercials in those
The realization that such thoughtless deeds have states by a ratio of 2-1. He
serious, lifelong consequences should send a strong has been on the air in both
states since March 28,
message reverberating across the country, at least
spending more than $2 milfor awhile.
— The News-Enterprise lion so far in Indiana and
Elizabethtown, Ky. nearly $2 million in North
Carolina, according to TNS
Media Intelligence/Campaign
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Petraeus promoted to top Mid-East commander

Nathan David (N.D.) Roberts

Petraeus to be able to generate
WASHINGTON I AP) - an incoming president to change
anything close to comparable
Two Army generals who formed them (in 2009) would be a real
results with Pakistan or Iran
an unusually successful partner- statement"
anytime soon," said Michael
Republicans, including the
ship as chief and second-inBrookings
a
0'Hanlon,
command in Baghdad are in line likely presidential nominee.
Institution analyst. "Afghanistan
Sen. John McCain. are enthusifor an encore - with a twist.
may be where he has the greatPetraeus supporters.
Gen. David Petraeus, the top astic
est potential for influence."
conimander in Iraq, is being Democrats on Capitol Hill are
Many had seen a strong pospromoted by President Bush to not expected to oppose either
sibility that Gates' senior milithe broader job of leading Petraeus or Odiemo, but they
tary assistant, Army Lt. Gen.
American forces throughout the are likely to raise tough queswould replace
Peter
Middle East - including Iraq tions at confirmation hearings.
Petraeus in Baghdad if Petraeus
Senate Majority Leader
- - and Central Asia.
were nominated for the Central
Replacing him in Baghdad Harry Reid noted after Gates'
Command job.
will be Lt. Gen. Ray Odierno, a announcement that any war
Asked why he had recomtelegenic soldier who managed commander must he committed
mended Odierno, Gates said,
major
"implementing
to shake a reputation as a heavy- to
"General Odierno is known
handed commander -- earned changes in strategy" if directed
Gen. David Petraeus
recently to the Iraqi leadership.
during his first Iraq tour in to do so by a new president.
Petraeus has many admirers, he's known to the Iraqi generals,
"The Senate will carefully
2003-04 -- and replace it with
people.
glowing reviews as Petraeus' examine these nominations. and but some are cautioning against he is known to our own
I will be looking for credible expecting too much of him at he has current experience," and
top deputy three years later.
so the odds of a smooth transiThe nominations, if approved assurances of a strong commit- Central Command.
tion in Baghdad "are better with
workmiracle
a
of
more
a
niuch
implementing
"As
to
ment
expected,
as
Senate
by the
else I
would keep the administration effective rational security strat- er as he's been in Iraq, it would him than with anybody
be unrealistic to expect Gen. could identify."
on its present course in Iraq and egy," said Reid. D-Nev.
Nelson E. Burton
At a Pentagon news conferhand the next administration a
Nelson E. Burton, 87, New Concord, died Wednesday. April 23,
pair of combat-tested command- ence. Gates said he did not fore2008. at 10:05 a.m. at Murray-C'alloway County Hospital.
relentlessly see that the new lineup at
A retired mechanic, he was a member of Blood River Baptist ers who have
and in Iraq
Church and attended the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens defended Bush's decision last Central Command
Center. Born April 29, 1920, in Lawrence County, Ind., he was the year to build up troop levels would mean any changes in the
way the U.S. is approaching the
Invcst inunts Sincc 1854
son of the late Samuel Oscar Burton and Lena Burton. Also preced- rather than wind down the war.
Odierno left Iraq two months issue of Iranian influence in
ing him in death were two sisters, Christine Mundy and Edna Ruth
Jaynes; three brothers, Milton. Phillip and Morris Burton.
ago, credited by many with Iraq. Petraeus and Odierno have
0.11
Intel .....
Do» Jones Ind. Avg. ._12733.2 • 30.0
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth I. Brelsford Burton, to implementing Petraeus' coun- both accused Iran of aiding
+ 0.38
Kroger
...95.10 • 1.98
Air Producn
whom he was married Feb. 9, 1952; one daughter. Linda Jean terinsurgency strategy during rebels opposing U.S. troops.
3049.0.04
+ 0.02
Glover, Scottsburg, Ind.; five grandchildren, Lynisa Goetzinger and the 12 months they served
Mattel
AT& f. Inc
"It's my belief that General
husband, Mark, Scott Glover and wife, Tammie. Jeanie Maxie.
.33.78 + 0.51
• 0.15
BB&T..
McDoualds
°diem° and General Petraeus
together.
Tammy Ritchey and Joe Glover; several great-grandchildren and
13.65 • 0.07
Briggs & Stratton
.39.23 + 0.61
Merck
He had been recently nomi- and Admiral Fallon were all in
great-great-grandchildren.
+ 0.44
Bristol Myers Squibb
Army vice exactly the same position when
- 0.13
%cruet
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- nated to be the next
their views of Iranian
+ 0.59
....
ments. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneral- chief of staff at the Pentagon, it came to
J.C. honey
but Defense Secretary Robert interference inside Iraq," Gates
Chevron lexaco Corp 92.11. 2.11
home.com
Peplco,Inc---..-.......-6912 0.03
Gates announced Wednesday said. "And it is a hard position
1.58
Daimler Chrysler
+ Or
Pfizer,
that Bush would instead ask the Because what the Iranians are
.... 21.82 - 0.46
Jerry Wayne Lucas Sr.
Dean Foods
Regions Financial .... 20.69 + 0.26
A graveside service for Jerry Wayne Lucas Sr. will be Thursday Senate to confirm him in the doing is killing American servExxon-Mobil.............. 92.44 • 1.78
Schering-Plough _............18.28 + 0.01
ice men and women inside
at 10 a.m. at Janesville Cemetery. Janesville, Ill. Rev. Lloyd Johnson Iraq job.
.8.18 + 0.66
Ford Mo.or
..94.95 • 2.00
Sears Holding Corp
officiate.
will
Iraq."
Petraeus would again by
\
0.26
+
.........--32.62
Electric
General
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in Odierno's boss.
+ 0.24
Petraeus will face broader
Warner
Time
Gement, Motors--.--21.47 +033
charge of arrangements, but no visitation is sched+ 0.28
"They are a very good team, aspects of the Irkui issue if he is
US Bancorp
ADO -.44.02 •0.59
GlaxoSmithKlitie
uled.
working together," said Conrad confirmed as Fallon's replace+ 1.32
6.13
+
67.79
Goodrich
Mr. Lucas Sr., 68, Murray, died Sunday. April 20,
Crane, director of the Army's ment. A number of U.S. offi4&6l • 133
WellPoint Inc
2008, at 9:15 a.m. at his home.
• 0.25
Good,ear
History Institute and cials, including Adm. Michael
....37311+ 0.46
Wid- Mart.
An Army veteran. he was a retired mechanic and had fishing as a Military
A
14.20
B
..,....._13110
Bank.
HopFed
Joint
the
of
chairman
Mullen,
hobby. Born Oct. 29. 1939, in Lerna, Ill., he was the son of the late the main author of the U.S. milasserted
James Tilford Lucas and June A. Stone Lucas. One son, Jerry Wayne itary's new counterinsurgency Chiefs of Staff, have
that Iran also is supplying arms
doctrine.
Lucas. Jr.. preceded him in death.
Petraeus would replace Navy or otherwise supporting the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dolores Johnson Lucas; three
daughters, Lori Quast, Murray, Michelle Lucas, Illinois, and Karen Adm. William J. Fallon as chief Taliban rebels in Afghanistan.
Financial Consultants (1.40:
McDonald. St. Charles. III.; one son. Kevin Lucas. Illinois; four of U.S. Central Command,
Earlier this week. Gates said
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Murray, KY 42071
grandchildren.
Court Square
would
Iran
whose area of responsibility fea- that while war with
270.753-3364 I 800.444,1854
tures some of the most vexing be "disastrous on a number of
or.o.: A:00 a.rn.
Charles Snaith
military and foreign policy levels." the military option canThe funeral for Charles Snaith will be Friday at 7 p.m. in the problems facing this administra- not he abandoned so long as the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. Trad York will officiate.
-p..r umnanqed
tion and its successor-includ- Iranians reniain a potential
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 3 p.m. Friday. Online
threat.
nuclear
Lebanon,
Pakistan.
Iran,
ing
condolences may be made to www.imesmillercom.
Afghanistan
Mr. Snaith, 69, Hardin, died Wednesday. April 23. 2008, at 4:50 parts of Africa and
.a.m. at his home. He was a member of Hardin Baptist Church. Born as well as Iraq.
Fallon and Petraeus clashed.
Oct. 30, 1938, he was the son of the late Russell and Isabella Loft
particularly in the early months
Snaith. One grandson, Nicholas Blanc, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Gloria Snaith; four sons, Robert after Fallon arrived at Central
Snaith and wife, Joanne, Park City, Utah, Dale Snaith and wife. Julie Command in March 2007.
and Brian Snaith, all of Kamas, Utah. and Daniel Guthrie and wife,
Fallon resigned last month,
Karen, Batavia, Ill.: three daughters, Lon Ambler, St. Charles. III., saying news reports that he was
brothand Linda Baugh and husband. Fred, Clairmont, Calif.; two
at odds with the White House
ers, David Snaith and wife. Mara, Maui, Hi., and Russell Snaith and over Iran policy had become a
vvile. Jamie. Seattle. Wash.: eight grandchildren.
distraction. He was the first
Navy officer to lead Central
Kenneth M. Jones
the Petraeus choice
The funeral for Kenneth M. Jones was today (Thursday) at II Command;
represents a return to the more
a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens with Rev. Eric Catron officiating.
Entombment was in the mausoleum at the gardens. Churchill-Imes common practice of making it
Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements and online condo- an Army slot.
Gates said he hoped the
lences may be made at www.imesmiller.com
Mr. Jones. 91. Sedalia. died Tuesday. April 22. Senate would act on both nomi2008, at 8:30 a.m. at his home. A Navy veteran of nations by Memorial Day and he
World War II, he served in the American Theatre, expected Petraeus to switch to
Asiatic.Pacific and Philippine Liberation. He was a the Central Command job,
member of the local Veterans of Foreign Wars and
which is based at Tampa, Ha.,
• American Legion. He was a motel owner and manager.
by late summer or early fall.
Born July 16, 1916, in Chokia. Minn.. he was the son of the late
That is the point at which
James W. and Lydia Spaulding Jones. Also preceding him in death
were one granddaughter. Rebekah Catron, one brother, James Jones. Petraeus is likely to make an initial recommendation to Gates
and three sisters, Luella Kaye, Bertha Graham and Stella Morley.
Survivors include one daughter, Kay S. Catron, Sedalia; four and to Bush on whether condigrandchildren, Bill Catron, Orlando, Ha., Lon Crawford, Mayfield, tions in Iraq are stable enough to
and Enc Catron and Andrew Cation and wife. Tammy, all of Permit a further reduction in
Dresden. Tenn.; one brother. Lloyd Jones. Windom. Minn.; one sis- U.S. troop levels.
ter, Irene Ahistrom, Los Angeles.
The United States has about
160,(XX)troops in Iraq and about
28,000 in Afghanistan. The
strain of those wars has taken a
heavy toll on U.S. ground
forces.
Among the politically sensiFORT ('AMPBELL, Ky. attend, but he
tive questions Petraeus would
(AP) - Retired Gen. Colin couldn't fit it
face as head of Central
Powell will address the 2008 in his schedule.
Powell
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I he funeral lot Nathan David(N D.) Roberts will be Friday at 10
am in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev.
Torn Mathis will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memonal Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m today (Thursday)
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhorne.com.
Mr. Roberts, 74, died Wednesday, April 23.
2008, at 12:13 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born Oct. 30, 1933 in Murray, he was the
son of the late David Onis Roberts and Clara
Rubene Winchester Roberts.
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he
was a member of ('berry Corner Baptist Church.
Roberts
He had employed at the former Murray Division of
the Tappan Company and at Murray State University.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Betty J. Dunn
Roberts. to whom he was married Dec. 22, 1956: one
son, David Roberts and wife, Stephanie, two daughters, Glenda Garland and husband, David, and Teresa
Pierce and husband, Jeff, and one brother. George Roberts and wife,
Brenda, all of Murray; five sisters, Frances Allen and husband. John,
Mundelein, Ill., Ruth Dowdy, Cabot, Ark., and Ola Mae Dycus and
husband, Rick, Virginia Herndon and husband. Larry, and Ruby
Vandyke and husband, Ted, all of Murray; three grandchildren, Tim.
Wesley and Audrey Roberts.
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CARROLL HUBBARD
KENTUCKY STATE SENATE

BBQ & All The Trimmings
Great Fellowship

Irs

Retired Gen. Colin Powell to
address Fort Campbell graduates

Thursday,
April 24, 2008
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Senior Citizens
Center
607 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071

Host Committee
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FRANKFORT. Ky. — Kentucky's State Health Insurance
Assistance Program (SHIP) has
been awarded additional funding by the federal government
to help Medicare beneficiaries
in Kentucky get more information about health care choices.
The Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS)
announced it will give $702.4)
to Kentucky's SHIP program
as pan of the nearly $36 million being distributed to SHIPs

dunng the most recent round
of funding. Overall. CMS will
provide more than $50 million
to SHIPs across the United
States in 2(X8.
CMS expects the SHIPs to
use the increased 2008 funding to conduct targeted, community-based outreach to an
increasing number of benefici
aries who may be unable tt
access other sources of infor
"This round of funding will
allow us to further SHIPs mis

dawo,hares
BIGGEST
ioruy one

sion. as well as that of the
Department for Aging and Independent Living (BAIL).' said
DAIL Commissioner Deborah
Anderson. "We are committed
to helping Kentucky's Medicare
recipients understand their
health benefits and consumer
rights."
Kentucky SHIP provides
information, counseling and
assistance to seniors and disabled individuals, their family
members and caregivers. Local
counselors provide this free
service.
Kentucky SHIP:
- Educates seniors on health
insurance coverage, benefits and
consumer rights.
- Provides assistance and
education on a one-on-one basis
or through educational forums.
- Protects consumers against
fraud or misdirected collec-

e-tuail: jo.burkeenensurr0101.10.4.1

New Beginnings Support Group
will hear Lawson at meeting

Kentucky State Health Insurance Assistance Program
receives grant to help states Medicare recipients
tions.
- Empowers consumers to
make informed health insurance choices.
"We are excited to receive
this funding and are looking
forward to working with the
Medical: beneficiaries in Kentucky." said Tina Babbs, director of SHIP. "With this funding we will be able to reach
people who qualify for - and
desperately need - extra help."
SHIPs will continue their
outreach and assistance to cureligible
newly
and
rent
Medicare beneficiaries and their
caregivers. as well as reaching out to beneficiaries with limited incomes who may be eligible for the extra help.
For more information about
visit
SHIP,
Kentucky
http://chls.ky.gov/agencies/os/d
ail/ship. huh.

Mun

-44

New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support
Group will meet Saturday in room 12 of
Westside Baptist Church, Robertson Road
South, Murray.
Sherman Lawson will be the speaker.
He and his wife, Marion, will share amazing photographs made of the sky recently
on the day their son was buried. "Not only
will they relate how God has worked
through the death of the son, but all of
their life," said Linda Wright, co-leader
Jo's
husband, Ron, of the group.
Datebook withA her
potluck meal will be served at 6:30
By Jo Burkoon
p.m. For more information or for a ride
Community
call 753-0156. This meeting was changed
Editor
from third Saturday to fourth Saturday.

LifeHouse Walk will be Saturday
LifeHouse of Murray and Calloway County will have its
annual March for Life on Saturday starting at 10 a.m. at Murray State University Stewart Stadium and will walk to Sirloin
Stockade. This is a program of Murray State students For Life
and LifeHouse. For information call Mary Reding at 1-270872-7818.

Calf
pen'
Edur

Federal employees to meet
Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees
will meet Friday at II a.m. at August Moon on Lowes Drive,
Murray. All active and retired federal employees are urged to
attend..

et one

Arts & Craft Show Saturday
An Arts and Crafts Show, sponsored by Ellis Center Homemakers, will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Ellis
Center. This will include many special items and also baked
goods, etc. The public is urged to attend.

Ham breakfast will be Saturday
The annual Country Ham Breakfast held by the Methodist
Men of Palestine, Russell Chapel, and Olive United Methodist
Churches. will be Saturday from 6 to 10 a.m. in the activity
building of Olive United Methodist Church. There is n charge
but donations will be accepted to help those in need.

Saturday
with a
Preview Day
Friday

Photo provided
Kenzley Sparks, Tate Owens, Phoebe Zimmerer and R.J.
Daniels of Murray Middle School Fifth Grade Class, are pictured working in an assembly line.
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Handegan's class talking
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Einttantj Lamb 6,
Mack 5ucq
Megan Jones &
Aaron Storeq
Callie Lowe &
Ross Wimberle9
t lizabeth Fletcher ev
Michael Teague
Megan Price &
Patrick tiolqbeld
Whitneq Smith 8,
Maim Scott
Amanda Olson &
Josh Schecter

Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion
Ruling Star Lodge will have its promotion of selling nbs
and chickens as a fundraiser on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at 210 Walnut St.. behind Murray Supply. For more Information call 759-1680, ext. 1191.

CCHS Boys basketball banquet planned

specialization.
Students were given play
dough and they had to make
as many hamburgers as they
could. "They got frustrated
and wanted to quit," remarked
Handegan.
Four students were appointed to hire a crew to work for
them and work in an assembly line to make as many hamburgers as they could using
specialization.
A student was hired as an
inspector for each group. "It was
much easier when we worked
together. We could make a lot
more hamburgers as a group
than we could as individuals.
I'm glad we learned about speKenzley
said
.:ialization,"
Sparks, student.

Compassionate
Friends will
meet at hospital

The Calloway County High School boys basketball banquet
will be Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park
with the cost being $15 per person. There is no charge for
players or cheerleaders. For information call Christie Arnold at

If

'Evening of Chocolate Delight' today

01

The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club invites
the public to its sixth annual "Evening of Chocolate Delight"
on Thursday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m at the club house, 704
Vine Si.. Murray. Proceeds from the event will go to CASA
(Court Appointed Special Advocates) which provides volunteers
who represent the best interests of abused and neglected children within the court system. Entertainment will be by Oneida White, pianist, during the evening while guests sample the
many food items by the vendors and door prizes will be presented.

Glory Bound will be Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will
be Tarnished Gold and Brotherly Love. Items will be taken for
Need Line. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patnck Lea at 761-2666
or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

Reformer; Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a nde call 753-1834.

Project Graduation plans promotion
Calloway County High School Project Graduation will have
a rebate promotion today and tonight at Sirloin Stockade.

Oaks Country Club party on Saturday
Oaks Country Club will have a "Get Acquainted Party" on
Saturday with the doors to open at 7 p.m. and the hand will
play from 8 a.m. to midnight. Snacks and setups will be provided. For more information to make reservations call the proshop at 753-6454.

FINAL DAYS

Lindsay Atkins 6,
Russell Flutzbes
Sken Ticiwell&
Michael Muehlern,in
Gail rriclq
phil Gray

0_11.

436-2132 or a- mail christopherGr wit net.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet tonight
at 7:30 in the private dining
room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This is for
all parents who have lost a
child or young adult through
death. For more information
contact Chaplain Kerry Lamben at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.
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McGaughey and Haney to retire from MSU
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Catherire Sames, guidance counselor at Southwest Calloway
Elemenery is presented with a certificate by Debbie Bell,
Educati Coordinator.
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At the end of May. Dr.
Roger Haney and Dr. Robert
McGaughey will officially retire
as professors in the department
of journalism/mass communications (JMC) at Murray State
University. They both had previously retired but continued
teaching on a pan-time basis.
Both will leave with 38 years
as university professors.
Haney came to MSU in
1977 after teaching in the
department of speech/human
communications at the University of Kentucky for seven
years.
He received his B.A. degree
in English and psychology at
Kansas Wesleyan. He earned
both the master's and doctorate degrees in communication
at Michigan State, where he
was a research and teaching
assistant.
He served as the JMC graduate coordinator for two terms,
the first from 1977-92 and the
second from 1998-2003. He also
served as representative to the
Faculty Senate and as acting
epartinent chairman.
Speaking at every JMC high
school journalism workshop
hosted since 1977. Haney was
an advisor to The Murray State
News and is a member of
many departmental, college and
univer,:ity committees.
Among his professional
memberships are the International Communication Association, the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass
Communications and the Midwest Association for Public
Opinion Research.
Haney has been named to
several "Who's Who" publica-

tions, including the International Who's Who in Education, Director of America Scholars, American Men and Women
of Science: Social and Behavioral Science and Dictionary
of International Biography.
He also has been selected
to Outstanding Young Men in
America, Omicron Delta Kappa
and Kappa Tau Alpha, honorary journalism society.
A professor who specialized
in communications law, theory and research, Haney has
had more than 60 professional publications and presentations. These include articles in
Journalism Quarterly, Journal
of Communication, Journal of
Mediated Communication and
The Encyclopedia of Contemporary Issues.
He has made presentations
at organizations such as the
Association in Education in
Journalism and Mass Communication, the Speech Communication Association, the Midwest Association for Public
Opinion Research and Southern and Central States Communication Associations.
Haney says he plans to travel after retirement, particularly to see his sons, Michael
and Patrick, and to play more
golf.
McGaughey retired in 1997,
after 27 years at Murray State
and 23 as department chairmen. Since 1997 he has taught
part time, served as editor of
the JMC Journal, director of
the JMC high school workshop and as the faculty advisor for the Bachelor of Independent Studies program.
He received his bachelor's

degree I n history and journal- Southwest," "Men of Achieveism from Murray State ('ol- ment.- "Who's Who in Amerlege and was the school's first ican Education" and "Who's
master's graduate in journal- Who in American Entertainism. He received his doctorate ment."
In addition to serving as
at Ohio University.
Recognized with several department chair, McGaughey
awards for his work at Mur- was advisor to The Murray State
ray State, McGaughey was News, co-advisor to The Shield
named the Distinguished Pro- yearbook, and to the student
fessor by the MSU Alumni chapters of Public Relations
Association in 1990 and won Student Society of America
the Max Carman Outstanding (PRSSA). the Ads Club, and
Teacher of the Year Award in Kappa Tau Alpha.
He received a Distinguished
1984.
Selected eight times to attend Service Award from the Kenthe International Radio and tucky Press Association in 1989
Television Society (IRIS) fac- and served as executive direculty-industry seminar in New tor of the West Kentucky Press
York City, he was named the Association for the past 12
Frank Stanton Fellow as the years.
His advertising sales backBroadcasting
Distinguished
ground includes radio, outdoor.
Educator by IRTS in 1987.
He was named Boss of the newspaper and magazine in the 4
Year by the Murray chapter of west Kentucky area. He retired
Professional Secretaries Inter- in 1985 with the rank of major 1
national in 1989, Distinguished after 20 years in the Army and
Organization Advisor by Omi- Army Reserve.
He and his colleague, Bob •
cron Delta Kappa in 1997 and
one of the Outstanding Teach- Valentine, continue to do communications, advertising, and
ers in America in 1996-97.
His other honors include public relations workshops and
"International Men of the Year." their two-man standup come"Who's Who in America," dy act, Dr. Trey and Dr. Vee,
"Who's Who in the South and which they started in 1978.
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Debbi Bell, Education Coordinator presents a Certificate o
Appr ation to Emily Gaddie, guidance counselor at North
Callo y Elementary.
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Chili Abuse Prevention Month

Nammcomuury

'Breaking the cycle'...
one child at a time
Th Child Watch Children's
Advt acy Center has taught
Child Abuse Prevention Educatio Programs in area schools
since 1985, preschool through
elemintary schools regularly
and middle schools, high
schools and college classes
Staff and
when requested.
trained volunteers teach children the loin rules of self protection: Ii Say "No!" 2) Get
Away (as soon as you can),
it Tell Sctneone (an adult). 4)
Keep Telling (until someone
believes you).
Durint this school year,
Child Watch provided Child
Abuse Prevention Education to
over 3)) area schools and the
Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and
Girls Ranch, reaching over
10.(XX) children in the Purchase Area.
During the month of April
Child Watch presented certificates of appreciation to schools
in the Purchase Area for their
commitment to the safely of
our children and for a partnership with Child Watch that
is critical to "Breaking the
Cycle- of child abuse.
IT'S YOUR DUTY.. IT'S
THE LAW!!!
9 Child •abuse and cxploita;
no cultural, socio
tin

economic, geographic or other
boundaries. Child tragedies
can unfortunately happen in
If you
any neighborhood.
know or have reasonable cause
to believe that a child is being
abused or neglected - you have
a duty to report - it's the law!!
If you suspect that a child
is being abused call the Child
Abuse Hotline at 1-800-7526200, your local Department
for Community Based Services,
your local law enforcement
agency or the Kentucky State
Police. For more information
contact the Child Watch Children's Advocacy Center: 24Hour Crisis Line at (270) 4431440 or Toll Free (866) 4431440.

SUNDAY, MAY 4, 2008 • 10:00 A.M.
Worship, Fellowship, Dinner on the Ground
Cemetery Decoration, Remembrances
— All Welcome —

FIELD OF FLOWERS: Laurel and Madison Alexander, twin
daughters of Jim and Michelle Alexander of Nashville, Tenn.,
and Ethan Back, son of Rusty and Marcy Back of Murray, are
pictured enjoying the field of flowers with their grandfather,
Don Marine, also of Murray.
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Saturday, April 26, 2008
HOURLY SALES
ittm featured
Flowering Dogwood

Oaks' Country
(lub plans
special events
:The Oaks Country Club
Llidies Kick-off Brunch and
blisiness meeting will be Satutday at 10: a.m, at the Oaks
clbbhouse.
: All members are invited to
aftend and hear President Roy
Cluhran and Vice-president
Bamett,share their plans
kir the coming year.
: All golf fees for Hole-In°k ($1.(0) and Tri-State Dues
($2.00) will be due at that
ate and payable to treasurer.
Melva Hatcher.
The Oaks County Club men
vb11 have its firs stag night
icIday at 5:30 p.m. A free meal
haniburgers,hot dogs, etc..
mall be served. The meal and
('In will be held rain or shine
maybe, weather permeted.
nine holes of scramble golf.

Robert Jetton
Pastor

Photo provided
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Carolina
is excited
about
Democrat
choices
By The Associated Press
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP)
Not since 1988 has North
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Carolina had much of a voice in
choosing a presidential nominee. Back then, it joined several
Southern states to help pick Al
from
Gore. a
neighbor
Tennessee.
But the longer-than-expected

race between Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Barack Obama for
thc Democratic presidential
nomination will thrust the. state
into the national spotlight when
It has its say on May 6. Indiana
also votes that day.
The primary, offering 115
national convention delegates,
weeks after
comes two
Pennsylvania gave the former
first lady the win she needed to
stay in the race. But Obama is
favored to win North Carolina.
the largest prize among the contests remaining.
"My crystal ball wasn't
working well last year, and I certainly would not have anticipated this," said state Democratic
Party chairman Jerry Meek.
"But, in retrospect, having a
May pnmary was a tremendously astute decision.'
Voters, especially new ones,
have taken note.
More than 165,000 people
have registered to vote in North
Carolina in the first three
months of the year. a nearly
threefold increase from the same
period in 2004. Election officials expect a record turnout
May 6 — about half of the more
than 5.7 million registered voters, compared with past turnouts
ranging from 16 percent to )1
percent.
Another wild card: A new
law allows unregistered voters
to sign up and vote on the same
day through May 3. Both campaigns have launched efforts to
turn out those voters, and the
polling sites have been flooded
since they opened last week.
As
of
midafternoon
Wednesday. more than 74.7(8)
"one-stop" ballots had been cast
•— about eight times higher than
during the 2006 primary.
according to the state Board of
Elections. An additional 8,400
absentee ballots have been collected, officials said.
Voter registration is up overall, bat the biggest boost has
been among blacks.
More than 45,0(8) black voters have registered in the first
three months of 2008. compared
with just over 11,000 in the
same period four years ago.
Blacks make up more than 20
percent of the state's registered
voters, according to Board of
Elections data.
Those numbers bode well for
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°barna. who has won strong
black support throughout thr
primaries.
'There are other signs Clinton
will have a hard time achieving
victory in North Carolina.
Neither of the state's top twko
Democrats, outgoing Gov. Milk
Easley and forWhite
mer
House hopeful
John Edwards,
have endorsed
a
candidate.
A in to n g
superdelegates
who have made
their
choice
known, Obama
ClIntoh
has a 6-1 edge.
The 10 remaining superdel
gates. including Meek, a
uncommitted.
two
The
Democratic
candidates
to
vying
replace Easley,
who is barred
by law from
seeking a third
consecutive
term, are not
Obama
backing
only
Obama but have made their support for him a feature of their
campaigns.
State Treasurer Richard
Moore has run radio ads on stations popular with black listeners noting he "was the first
Democrat running for governor
to endorse Barack Obama for
president.- His rival, Lt. Gov.
Beverly Perdue, has sent mailers
to likely black voters with a
photo of her with Obama.
But Tar Heel politics are both
unpredictable and contradictory.
The state elected the populist
Edwards to serve alongside arch
conservative Jesse Helms in the
Senate. It has not voted for a
Democrat for president since
1976, when Georgia Gov.
Jimmy Carter swept most of the
South, but it has elected a
Democratic majority to the state
Senate for more than I(X) years.
"People in North Carolina
tend to look at individuals and
offices distinctly and make the
decision based on the person and
the office.- said Elton 14nivetsity
polhter Planter Eractli."*We.have
such a large number f independents. And they are true
independents -- they split ballots."
North Carolina has roughly 9
million people, making it the
nation's 10th largest state. It is
home to the Marine Corps'
Camp Lejeune and the Army's
Fort Bragg, two massive installations whose troops have suffered heavy losses in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
What's left of a once vibrant
manufactunng and textile incluitry is in tatters. Many voters
blame the North American Free
Trade Agreement. agreed to
under President Clinton. for the
decline and the thousands of job
losses that followed.
The state's largest city.
Charlotte, has become an international financial center as
home of Bank of America Corp.
and Wachovia Corp.. the
nation's leading retail and consumer banks.
It's high-tech economy, led
by the many companies with
facilities based at Research
Triangle Park outside Raleigh,
have withstood the national economic downturn. Home values
have not suffered the same
widespread decline as in other
states, and North Carolina's
income tax revenues retnain
strong compared with others.
Both Clinton and Obama
started campaigning in the state
before this
week's
long
Pennsylvania primary. Clinton
debuted quirky TV ads asking
voters to submit questions, to
which she responded in conversational spots. Obama has blanketed the state with his own ads.
Some political observers say
Clinton needs to win North
Carolina. the last big stop on the
road to the August convention in
Denver. to convince unaligned
superdelegates that momentum
has swung in her favor.
Superdelegates are elected leaders and party officials who can
vote for any candidate That,
they said, is her only chance to
overcome Obama.
"She's got to build motnenturn — serious momentum — in
order to make that argument,"
said JetT Link. a Democratic
strategist who advised former
Iowa Gov. Tom Vilsack's brief
presidential run. "She has to
have a winning streak."
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BBBS offers guidance in, out of c assroom

TOM BERRY/Ledger S. Times
Dr. Roger Weis, a professor at Murray State University and
adult volunteer for Big Brothers Big Sisters of Calloway
County, meets with his "little brother," QuWong, at Murray
Elementary School recently.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
QuWong. a third grader at
N1 array Elementary School.
loves animals and wants to he a
% etennarian when he grows up.
It's quite an aspiration for a 9year-old boy and a worthwhile
goal for anyone.
He's got a long road ahead in
realizing his dream. but
QuWong's involvement with
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Calloway County means he will
get some important help and
encouragement along the way
from Dr. Roger Weis. his "big
brother," friend and adult mentor.
Weis, a professor of
American Humanics at Murray
State University and one of three
chairman of the Big Brothers
Big Sisters Campus Community
Buddy Campaign now underway, gets together with QuWong
at the school regularly to help
the youngster with his reading; a
very important skill for a student
that wants to be doctor.
"When we first got together
we were most concerned about
completing his classroom
assignments," Weis said. "I've
helped him with that and we
now try a lot to focus on his
reading. He still has a way to go,
but he's making some good
progress."
Besides studying. QuWong
also likes to have fun with Weis.
He tries out his chess and other
gaming skills against Weis and
is often very successful.
"I like to play when we get
together," the youngster says. "I
like to play a lot of games."
However schoolwork is
always the priority. When the
teacher tells Weis that QuWong

ATTENTION
MHS
CLASS OF 2008
It's time for the Murray Ledger & Times
Senior Class of 2008 Special Section.
If you would like to be included in this special section and OK) NOT have your senior
vacture made by Lltelouch Pt.caOgraphy, please %alma a current plcture of yourself to your

high school office. Please list your full name, school and phone number on the back of
the picture

DEADLINE APRIL 29, 2008
Gateway Ford- Dover, TN - 931-232-5336
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Stop worrying about the price of gas, plan

TOM BERRY/kedger & Times
Dr. Roger Weis helps little brother," QuWong, at Murray
Elementary School with a reading assignment.
is doing a good job in class, the Pennyrile Boys and Girls Club.
The chapter has begun a new
youngster gets a sticker, such as
program among college stua smiley face, on his shirt.
QuWong likes math and is dents, a population that has volquite good at it, but reading is unteered to fill most of the
another matter. "Roger helps me BBBS adult mentor slots, called
"Pass It On." The program
figure it out," he said.
Weis gets QuWong to read allows one college student that
aloud, asking questions concern- may be graduating to pass his or
ing his understanding of what he her "little brother" or "little sisreads and helping with difficult ter" on to another student.
One of those accepting the
words and phrases. Weis says
encouragement and support opportunity is MSU student
from an adult mentor is a vital
ingredient in getting youngsters
to stay in school and succeed;
not only academically, but in all
aspects of their lives.
QuWong is not alone. There
are an estimated 200 children in
County
Murray-Calloway
enrolled in the program that
need mentors. As of this year,
MSU students and caring adults
are serving about half that many
through both the BBBS Inschool and Community-based
program.
With funds raised during the
Second annual Bowl for Kid's
Sake at Corvette Lanes
Saturday, Weis said the fundraising drive is nearing the $20,000
level; about 80 percent of the
$25,000 goal.
"We're at $16,500 and we
have 1'5.500 guaranteed from
team .itittains so we will deli-

Jakob Ilagen. a v. ildhle biology
major front Belleville. 10. fie*
and his "little brother." Andre.
recent ly anet at MurrayCalloway Central Park to have
little fun.
Hagen was the first student t
%.
sign on with the program.
"My fraternity brother,"
Alexander Roberts. told me
about it and got me interested,"
Hagen said. "He had Andre as a
'little' while he was here and
passed him on to me."
Other than getting together to
talk about school, the future and
other important stuff. Andre, a
seventh grader at Murray.
Middle School, says he likes
getting together with Hagen to;
do "friend stuff. like play game**
and hang out.
"We usually go back to his
fraternity house and play ping
pong and play pool. Sometimet
we play X-Box .160...Madde
08," he said. "We're going t4
try to go fishing because w
both like to fish a lot. That'aa.
some of the things we're lookinA
forward to doing this spring."
BBBS Director Suzy Crooki
said she started the new program- •
this year to prevent having any _
of the children get left behind.
"tdon't want to see the child
go back on the waiting list and,
there is no gap there. They
immediately have another big
brother or big sister," Crook said.

lowly iviwia the 3.22.000 level
and we treed to ask our team

captains to pull together for the
extra io.ixx)." said Weis, who
has been a BOBS volunteer fin
29 years and was the founding
chairman of the Calloway
County effort.
BBBS started in 1996 when a
group of students and faculty
members from the American
Humanics/Youth & Nonprofit
Leadership program realized
there was a huge need for mentors in Murray and organized a
group of 30 community leaders
to join in. The program began
as a part of the local YMCA,but
is now a satellite part of the

TOM BERRY/ Ledger E. Times
Murray State University student Jacob Hagen, and his little
brother," Andre, meet at Murray Calloway Central Park recently to have some fun at the park's batting cages. Both are.
involved in Big Brothers Big Sisters of Calloway County's InSchool and Community based adult mentonng program.
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THE SHOW WILL GO ON, TOMORROW!: Holly Bloodworth, center, plays Ms. Hannigan and
Chris Satterwhite is Bundles in the Playhouse in the Park production of "Annie," which opens
Friday. The show will run Thursday. Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and a Sunday 2.30 p.m.
matinee April 25-27, May 2-4 and 8-11. Tickets may be purchased at www.playhouseinthepark.net or by calling 759-2199.

TobyMac's big winner at Doves
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By JOHN GEROME
AP Entertainment Writer
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (API
TohyMac won artist of the
year and Casting Crowns singer
Mark Hall collected four trophies at Wednesday's 3901 annual Dove Awards, which celebrate the hest in gospel music.
"Are you kidding? This is
crazy, man. I thought I was
Mr. Pre-Televised awards."
joked TobyMac, whose real
name is Toby McKeehan. "God
has been faithful time and again
to surround me with people
that sharpen me and that make
me better.. TohyMac also won artist of
the year in 1996 as a merit
her of dc Talk. His latest album.
"Portable Sounds," debuted at
No. 10 on the Billboard Top
200 ansmssa Own
Beside* lrtist of the year,
he took home Dove Awards
for rock/contemporary album
for "Portable Sounds" and short
term video for his hit "Boomin.Hall. who Was the night -s
leading nominee with six, won
song of the year and pop/contemporary recorded song of the
year for "East to West." which
he co-wrote with Bernie Herm.
His participation on the
multi-artist worship project
"Glory Revealed" brought Hall
Individual honors for special
event album of the year for
the CD, as well as inspira
(tonal recorded song of the
year for "By His Wounds."
His band also had four nominations and won three: group
of the year, best pop/contemporary album of the year for
"The Altar and the Door" and
recorded
pop/contemporary
song of the year for "East to
West."
"I'm so thankful just to get
to be part of the songs," Hall
said.
Chris Tomlin won male
vocalist of the year and Natalie Grant was awarded female
vocalist. Those were their third
consecutive wins in their respective categories.
"This is quite amazing.
Thank God for letting me sing
and give a voice to people
around the world to worship
him," Tomlin said. "This is
unbelievable that God would
continue to use us all like this.
and I'm very, very grateful."
Grant, who gave a soulful
performance of "Bring It All
Together" with country star
Wynonna Judd, said she was
thankful for the freedom to
express herself freely.
"I think we forget often
what a privilege it is to be in
a country where we can record
music that boldly proclaims
our passion for Jesus Christ
What a gift." Grant said.
Brandon Heath won nes%
artist of the year. Heath's "I'm
Not Who I Was." a song about
forgiveness that he says was
inspired by an old photograph
of someone he hadn't seen in
a while, was nominated for
song of the year.
Cindy Morgan won the songvriter of the year award —
er eighth Dove trophy -- and
icky Skaggs and the Whites
illected bluegrass recorded
ong for "Salt of the Earth."
"I think of all things this

probably means the most to
me because all those years ago
I didn't set out to be a singer,
Just a songwriter." said Morgan, who wrote "How You
Live (Turn Up the Music)" for
Point of Grace. Morgan was
named new artist of the year
15 years ago.
The contemporary gospel
album award went to Israel &
New Breed for "A Deeper
Level." •
"My first ministry is not what
you see onstage. It's the church

I pastor. It's got lour members -- my wife and my three
kids," said the group's singersongwriter Israel Houghton.
The evening's performers
included "American Idol" alum
Phil Stacey, Chris Sligh and
Mandisa with Amy Grant in a
musical tribute to Michael W.
Smith.
Switchloot played "This is
Home," a song from the soundtrack of the upcoming film
"The Chronicles of Namia:
Prince Caspian."

The and directed by Jack Randle.
PADUCAH, Ky.
Luther F. Carson Four Rivers Girls Night: The Musical stars
Center announces that the U.S. Lisa Fogel (Anita), Janine Smith
premiere tour of the U.K. smash (('arol), Jennifer Jane (Sharon),
hit Girls Night: The Musical Danielle Wetzel (Kate) and
will be at the Carson Center Sonya Carter(Liza) with Vaneson Saturday, June 7. at 7:311 sa Kiernan as understudy.
Girls Night: The Musical is
Pitt.
Girls Night: The Musical a production of Entertainment
has earned rave reviews and Events, Inc.
Tickets are on sale now and
packed theaters ,hroughout the
United Kingdoni on three may he purchased through the
national tours since 2003. Hilar- Carson Center Box Office by
ious and touching. it follows phone at (270) 450-4444, or
at
five friends in their 30s and online
40s during a wild and outra- www.thecarsoncentecorg.
Based in New York City.
geous girls' night out at a
karaoke bar. Friends since their Entertainment Events, Inc.
teens, they have all had their (EEI) has made its mark on
fair share of heartache and the theatncal touring industry
by offering a variety of new
tragedy, joy and success.
Among the characters are and exciting plays and musiCarol the party girl; blunt Anita cals to an ever-growing list of
who tells it like it is: Liza professional and amateur preand her "issues"; boring Kate senting organizations throughthe designated driver: and out the country. EEI is a fullSharon. the not-so-angelic angel service production company that
who just couldn't resist tag- brings all aspects of producging along. Together, they rem- ing under one roof - sales,
inisce about their younger days, production, casting, creative and
celebrate their current lives and technical - and is known as a
look to the future, all the while 'full-service' theatrical producbelting out classic anthems, ing company. As the company
from "I Will Survive" and "Lady has grown since 1999. so has
Marmalade- to "Girls Just Want the list of shows it has produced.
to Have Fun."
Starting with the long-runWritten by Louise Roche

ning international hit Late Nit
Catechism and its two equal
ly successful sequels, Late Nit
Catechism II and Sister's Chns
mas Catechism. F.E.I produce
the romantic comedy May
Baby, It's You. touring pr
ductions of Tony N' Tina'
Wedding and Defending iIi
Cavemen.
EEI mounted the first national tour if Menopause The Must- "
cal. and it produced the offBroadway production and sub- 1
sequent touring productions of 1:
the Canadian hit We're Still ::
Hot! The Musical. EEI is developing a new show by Joal
Paley and Marvin Laird called t
The Yiddish Are Coming, The s•
Yiddish Are Coming. whichi
.s
was presented this past sum-,
mer at the Denver Civic The-1,
ater and will soon be appear-t
ins Off-Broadway. It is currently co-producing touring pro-f
ductions of Shout! The Mod .
Musical. The Great American
Trailer Park Musical and the
U.S. premiere of the U.K. sensation Girls Night: The Musical.
Entertainment Events productions have been produced.
and presented in all 50 states:
as well as in Canada. Europe.
Australia and Asia.
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IPIRATES 7, CARDINALS 4

Pittsburgh rallies past sliding St. Louis
PIRATES RALLY FROM FOUR RUNS DOWN TO BEAT CARDINALS
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Pittsburgh
Pirates found a way to come back from an
early deficit this time around.
' Jose Bautista and pinch-hitter Doug
Mientkiewicz had RBI singles in the eighth
inning to cap a rally from a four-run deficit
in the first inning for a 7-4 victory over the
:St. Louis Cardinals on Wednesday night.
It was the second win in a row after
falling behind in the first inning for the
Pirates, who found themselves in big
deficits in five of the six games during a losing streak this modest win streak.
"During the six-game stretch we've had,
(giving up) would have been very easy after

falling behind like that," said Jason Bay,
who hit a two-run homer. "You still would
like to have a game where we're up 10-0
right off the get-go and cruise to a win, but
we'll take it. A win's a win."
Freddy Sanchez had two hits and scored
two runs, and Ian Snell rebounded after a
rocky first inning to shut down St. Louis for
the remainder of his six innings.
"You could tell things weren't really
clicking for him early," Pittsburgh manager
John Russell said. "His command was otT
and he didn't look like he was comfortable.
But as the game went on, he seemed to get
stronget. And that's a great sign for a quail

ty pitcher. that he's able to tight through that
and get stronger as the game goes on."
Darnaso Mane ( I -0i pitched two scoreless innings in relief to earn the win, and
Matt Capps pitched a perfect ninth for his
sixth save for Pittsburgh.
Skip Schumaker, Albert Pujols and Adam
Kennedy each had a pair of hits for the
Cardinals, who have lost four of five.
With the game tied at four in the eighth.
Ryan Doumit singled to lead oft the inning
and scored on a two-out single by Bautista,
who's batting .188 but has a hit in each of
his past four starts. After Brian Bixler douIN See CARDS, 13

GENE PUSKAR / AP
Pittsburgh's Jason Bay, right, rounds third to greetings from
coach Tony Beasley (29) after hitting a two-run home run off
St. Louis pitcher Todd Wellemeyer in the fifth inning in
Pittsburgh Wednesday night.
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rERCONTE NAMED
PEPSI ATHLETE
;
OF WEEK
By MSU Sports Information
r
According to ESPN.com and
; writer Charlie Creme, it not too
;early to begin thinking about the
NCAA
Women's
2009
Basketball Tournament.
Recently, Creme wrote about
the 64 teams that
had the best
chance to make
the tournament
field next spring.
Murray State
and new head
coach Rots Coatat
creme
named
were
59th in the list of64 after making
the NCAAs last season for the
first time in school history. The
'Racers lost to Duke in a first
.round game in College Park,
•Md.
ESPN.com mentioned MStrs
Valley
-returning
Ohio
'Conference MVP Ashley Hayes
Amber
and tournament MVP
.-Guffey.
l'he list of contenders for the
-2009 NCAA Tournament included: Connecticut, Maryland,
. Oklahoma, Rutgers and Stanford
Duke,
in the top five.
California, Tennessee, North
Carolina and Louisville rounded
out the top 10. Other notable
mentions by ESPN.com included Vanderbilt (16). Illinois State
(44) and Western Kentucky (47).
Cross takes over a teaiii that
set school records last year with
24 wins, t3 home wins and 32
games, and tied the MSU
women's mark of 15 OVC wins.
The Racers (24-8) won their
first-ever OVC Tournament last
,season and took part in their
,first-ever NCAA Tournament.
The MSU squad returns nine
players to next season's squad
along with incoming signees
Rachael Isom, Kayla Lowe, Jana
Roney and Mallory Schwab.
•Murray State baseball student-athlete Mike Perconte is the
,Pepsi/MSU Athlete of the Week
ratter his pitching gem Saturday
at Eastern Kentucky.
Perconte, a
senior, tossed a
complete-game
seven-hit shutout
the
as
Thoroughbreds
took the opening
game of a douPerconte bleheader. 6-0,
over the Colonels Saturday afternoon at Hughes Field in
:Richmond.
Perconte (2-4) limited the
Colonels offense to just one
extra-base hit while striking out
seven and walking only one. He
ran into trouble in the first
inning, hut escaped a bases
,loaded/one out situation with a
strikeout and a comebacker to
:the mound. He would only allow
„two other baserunners into scoring position the remainder of the
'game.
Already this week. Perconte
,was named the Ohio Valley
Conference Pitcher of the Week
!rand earned the same honor from
collegehasehallhub.com.

LOUISVILLE HOOPS

BUTCH DtLLI AP
Kentucky's Collin Cowgill (4) is congratulated by teammates after his solo home run in the bottom of the ninth against South
Carolina dunng their first round Southeastern Conference Baseball Tournament gameat the Hoover Metropolitan Stadium ih
Hoover, Ala., back in 2006.

Silencing
The Critics
UK's C0WG1LL OVERCOMES ODDS, EARNS COACH'S RESPECT
By DENNIS WASZAK Jr.
AP Sports Wnter
Collin Cowgill would never
have become one of Kentucky's
best players if he had listened to
Wildcats coach John Cohen a
few years ago
Cowgill still had a year left in
high school when he met with
Cohen in the dugout at Cliff
Hagan Stadium. trying to gauge
his chances of playing for his
hometown team.
"You're just kind of going.
'Do we really need another 5foot-8 guy who's an average
runner and really didn't havr a
history of hitting it out of the
ballpark?" Cohen recalled. "I
tried to talk him out of coming
here. I told him, 'I'm not sure
you can compete at this level.
but I'm willing to give you one
year to see if you can figure it
out. but if you have other college offers. you need to take
them.—
Cowgill. a Lexington. Ky.,
native who grew up a few long
homers from campus, stuck with
his dream.
"I remember being a little bit
discouraged." the junior out-

fielder said. "At the same time.
it kind of gave me a little extra
dnve to maybe just prove him
wrong and the people that
thought I couldn't come in to
Kentucky and play. We joke
about it all the time now."
That's because Cowgill,
who's now 5-9. a solid 195
pounds and can squat over 520
pounds, is one of the key producers in a hard-hitting Wildcats
lineup that has helped Kentucky
to a 31-10 start. He leads the
team with 16 home runs, 59 runs
scored and 16 stolen bases and is
second to slugger Sawyer
Carroll with a .391 batting average and 46 RBIs. And that's
after redshirting last season
because of a broken hand.
"I really have to give a lot of
credit to the guys that hit in front
of me and behind me because
without them. 1 probably don't
get a lot to hit." said Cowgill,
who bats second in the
Wildcats' lineup
After a rough freshman season and a much-improved sophomore year. Cowgill has earned
the respect of Cohen and just
about anyone who watches him

he a broken hamate bone
play.
"When it happened. I knew
"He has just really made himself into, in my estimation, one something was wrong," Cowgill
was the second imie I
of the best outfielders in all of said
college baseball." said Cohen, hint that bone I hit a ball oil the
who compares Cowgill to Lenny end of the bat and I knew as
Dykstra because of his size and srion as I hit it that something
approach to the game "He has a went wrong in there
Cowgill needed surgery to
real throwback type of toughness that's really hard to find in remove the hook-shaped bone
this day and age of baseball. By and was sidelined for months
"I still remember how terrible
college baseball standards, he's
a five-tools player It's malty it was to sit and watch when I
hard to believe from where he should've been out there with
my teammate.. but it does seem
came from
Cowgill is coming oft a week like a long time ago.- he said
in which he reached base safely "I've come a long wry from that
16 of 21 times up while helping injury."
He sure has Cowell' actually
Kentucky go 4.1, and also had a
jaw-dropping leaping catch that was ready to come hack late Iasi
sent him into the left-center field season for the Wildcats. but
wall to save a run in the Cohen resisted the urge to actiWildcats' win against Honda on vate ham for the team's playott
push so he could retain another
Sunday.
"He can beat you a lot of dif- year of eligibility
Alter
ferent ways,- Cohen said. "He's Kentucky narrowly missed out
is
on a Southeastern Conference
such a lough kid. Thai realy
tournament berth. Cow gill went
the theme with him."
Just a few days before the to the Cape Cod League and
Wildcats' season opener last helped lead Yarmouth-Dennis to
year. Cowgill took a swing dur- the championship as ar NII-Star.
ing practice and felt pain shoot
"It was extremely encouragthrough his hand. It tunted out to
MI See COWGILL. 13

. LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Rick Pitino tried for two years to
tell talented but enigmatic forward Derrick C'aracter that he
probably needed more seasoning
at Louisville before testing the
professional ranks.
Caracter, however, thought
otherwise and announced he was
heading to the NBA after
Louisville's season ended with a
loss to North Carolina in the
NCAA Tournament.
Since then Caracter, who
averaged 8.3 points and 4.5
rebounds for the Cardinal, last
Ce1011, has softened his stance.
Pitino hasn't, and hopes NBA
scouts and general managers can
succeed at getting through to
Caracter that his game might not
be NBA-ready.
"I think he's been looking in
the mirror and conning himself
for a long, long time," Pitino,
said. 'Now he's got to go and
find out what the real world is
like."
Caracter is enrolled at
Louisville and has yet to hire an
agent, leaving open the possibility of his return in the tall. Pitino
however, doesn't think Caracter
will be back in the fall.
not in the cards for
him nght now," Pitino said. "It's
not in his hest interest as well as
our best interest. Our best interest and his best interest nght now
Is to try to become a secondround draft pick. Too much has
happened for him to turn around
now.Caracter showed flashes of
brilliance during his two years
wait the Cardinals, but struggled
to stay out of Pitino's doghouse
Bothered by weight problems as
a freshman, he was suspended
for a game early this season for
undisclosed reasons and tailed to
become a dominant force when
starting center David Padgett
missed more than six weeks with
a knee injury.
Caracter's good fnend and
teammate Earl nark, however,
has been eagerly accepted hack
into Pitino's good graces following a hnef dalliance with the
NBA.
"In Earl's CAW. he has a,
much potential as any piay et
I've ever coached. because he
has what a lot of players don't
have,- Nino said. "lie's long
land) he's developed a work
ethic for the first time. When he
first came here I thought the
chances of him making it at the
next level were slim because of
his work ethic. Now he's got a
tremendous work ethic."
Clark averaged 11.1 points
and 8.3 rebounds for Louisville,
which went 27-9 and finished
second behind Georgetown in
the Big East nark is likely lobe
the focal point ot the Louisville
offense next year and one of the
few trontcourt players with
expenence. Incoming freshmen
Samardo Samuels and Terrence
Jennings will battle for the start
ing center spot, with (lark at
power forward and Terrence
Williams at small forward.
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On Saturday, April 19, five local runners competed On an 8-person relay team -"Old and
in the Way"- in the River to River Relay. The relay covers 80 miles crossing southern
Illinois from the Mississippi River to the Ohio River. Each team member ran three different
sections of the course, covering about 3.3 miles, 10 miles total. Two hundred and forty
teams from across the country competed throughout the day."Old and in the Way" finished
seventh out of 56 teams in the mixed-open division, with a time of 9 hours, 25 minutes.
Left to right: Ryan Horstmeyer, Katie Remington (Murray), Marc Peebles (Murray), Andy
Graham (Murray), Janelle Ralph, Brian Williams (Murray), Tim Goetz, Bridgette Garrison
(Murray) and Cathy Goetz.
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By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
Suspended cornerback Adam
"Pacman- Jones is getting what
he's wanted for months with a
trade sending him to the Dallas
('owboys.
That is if the cornerback who
hasn't played in the NFL since
December 20()6 passes a physical.
"He's a fanatical workout person, so he'll be in just fine shape."
Jones' agent, Manny Arora said.
"I don't think that's going to be an
issue."
Jones' physical ability never
has been a problem. It's been his
behavior away from the football
field that finally pushed the
Tennessee Titans to trade their top
draft pick in 2005, swapping a
gifted cornerback and dazzling
kick returner for a fourth-round
selection this weekend and a
sixth-rounder in 2009.
That is if NFL commissioner
Roger Goodell lets him actually
put on that Cowboys' uniform
and play much this season.
If not, the Titans will have to
return a draft pick in 2009 under
the terms the teams agreed to
Wednesday. The Titans only
issued a two-sentence statement
confirming the trade, adding that
terms had to be finalized and
Jones had to pass a physical.
C'owboys team spokesman Rich
Dalrymple said terms could be
announced as early as Thursday.
"What I can confirm is that we
have agreed in pnnciple with the
Tennessee Titans on a trade that
will bring Adam Jones to the
C'owboys," Dalrymple said.
This deal allows the Titans to
quit hearing questions about
Jones latest off-field incident, a
chance to do exactly what coach
Jeff Fisher has said the team did
months ago and move on without
him They won't miss him -much -- on the field. They had a
defense that gave up the most
yards with Jones in 2006 and the
fifth-best ir, 2007 without him.
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JACK DEMPSEY / AP
Chicago's Henry Blanco and Felix Pie celebrate the team's 7-6 victory over the Rockies after
10 innings in Denver Wednesday night.
By The Associated Press
Kerry Wood and the Cubs
had some fun with their team's
10,000th victory. Kidding aside,
thc way these lovable losers are
playing. Chicago might find
itself celebrating the one win
that's eluded the franchise for a
century -- a World Senes title
Ryan Theriot's RBI single off
Kip Wells with two outs in the
10th inning gave Chicago a 7-6
win over the Colorado Rockies
lot their sixth straight win.
"Really. I didn't remember a
about the first 9,000," said
VsOod, who got what Theriot
termed "a cool benchmark" win
as the Cubs improved to 15-6 for
lust the tourth time in the pas
TODAY'S IINDIF SPONSORED SY

Terry Butler

TV, radio
TODAY
GOLF
1 p.m.
LPG* Stanford
SPN2
Inkernstionat Pro Am 1e51 round at
Avoniura Fla
2 p.m.
TGC
PGA lout Byron Nelson
Champinnship hrs1 round at Irving
le.as
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
2 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at Comma.
WGN
7 p.m.
N V Yankees at Chicago
WON
Whee Sox
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m
Playoffs first round gams 3
TP47
Cleveland at Washington
9 30 p.m
Playoffs first round game 3
TN1
Houston at Utah
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
Playoffs cordoned.,
VERSUS
semifinals. teams TBA
p.m.
VERSUS- Playoffs conleietv
semifinals. teams TBA
SOCCER
7.30 p.m.
ESPN2 - Mt S New England at
Dallas

chances just hours after his man100 years.
The Cubs beat Louisville for ager gave hun a vote oi confitheir first win on April 25, 1876, dence. Last year. he converted
and despite not having won a 19 of 20 saves, then signed a big
World Series since 1908, contract over the winter.
Clint Hurdle might be ponChicago has a winning percentdenng a switch now. but he wasage above .500(10,000-9,465).
Therioes single to right field n't ready to reveal anything just
scored
pinch-runner Mike yet.
"I'll talk to the player first,"
Fontenot from second base as
the Cubs joined the Giants as the he said. "I need to think things
only franchises in major league through, talk to the people I
need to talk to, have a conversahistory to reach 10.(88) wins.
"We've been picking each tion. and when we make a deciother up all year," Wood said. sion we'll let you guys know
"That's why we are in the posi- right away."
Meta 7. Nationals 2
tion we're in. It's somebody difJohan
Washington.
At
ferent every night. ... I don't
think we could predict the way Santana i3-2 fiii two doubles
we were going to be swinging and went seven solid innings.
the hats right now. I don't think allowing seven hits, none after
we have more than one guy in the fourth inning. As a hatter, he
had the second two-hit game ot
the lineup hitting under .3(8)."
In other NI. games, it was: his career
Tim Redding 1.3- 21 had a
Pittsburgh 7. St. Louis 4; Honda
7. Atlanta 2. N.Y. Mets 7, two-run double for Washington
Marlins 7, Braves 2
Hashington 2: Houston 9,
At Atlanta, Mike Jacobs hit a
Cincinnati 3; Milwaukee 5,
Philadelphia 4; San Francisco 3, two-run homer. Hanley Rammer
San Diego 2. 13 innings and the added a solo shot off Jeff
II and Dan lIggla
Bennett
I. A. Dodgers 8, Arizona 3.
Both teams blew ninth- had three hits including a !woinning leads with their closers. rm triple in the ninth for
but it was the Rockies who Flotids.
Andrew Miller ii -21 pitched
ended up losing their fourth
sir tight game when leading after five innings and gave up nine
hits.
...even innings.
Adis* 9, Reds 3
Aramis Ramirez hit a two
At Cincinnati, Kazuo Matsu,
run homer off struggling
Colorado closer Manny Corpas sparked Houston*s seven mu
with one out in the ninth to put rally w,th a two-run single, and
the Cubs ahead 6-5, hut Ryan the Astro% coasted to their fourth
Spilhorghs tripled home the straight victory'.
Ken ()racy Jr. hit his 597th
tying run off Wood with two
career homer off Chns Sampson
outs in the bottom hall
Wood (2-0) struck out (lint (1-2). the only bright moment
Barmes to strand the winning for the struggling Reds, who
run at third, then picked up the changed general managers
win when the Cubs rallied off before the game. Walt Jocketty
took over for Wayne Knvsky.
Wells (1- 1 1.
The Astro% knocked Bronson
Carlos Marmot pitched a perfect 10th kw his second save in Arroyo (11-31 out of the game by
sending 11 hatters io the plate in
as many chances.
C'orpas blew his second the fourth inning for seven runs.
straight save and fourth in eight

Mt II •

• 1.111.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American Limy.* Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pet GB
W
Boston
15 8 852
Baltimore
12 9 571
2
12 '0545 2 1/2
New York
4
10 11 476
Tampa Bay
10 12 455 41/2
Toronto
Central Division
W
L Pet GS
11
Chicago
9 560
10 11 478 1 1/2
Minnesota
9 1)450
2
Kansas City
9 13 409
3
Detroit
3
8 12 400
chsvelanci
West DIvislon
W
L Pct GB
13 9 591
Los Angeles
13 9 591
Oakland
11 11500
Seattle
2
7 15 318
8
Texas

Wednesday's Gamin
Detroit 19, Texas 6
L A Angels 6 Boston 4
Tampa Bay 5, Toronto 3
Cleveland at Kansas City, ppd. rain
N V Yankees 6, Chicago White Sox 4
Oakland 3. Minnesota 0
Baltimore 3. Seattle 2
Thursday's Games
Texas (Jennings 0-3) at Detroit
(Bonderman 1-2), 12 05 m
L A Angina (Saunders 3-01 at Boston
(Masterson 0-0), 12 35 pm
Minnesota (Lirlano 0-2) at Oakland
(Smith 1-0), 235 p m
Cleveland (Cannons 2-1 aria Les 3-0)
at Kansas City (Tomko 1-2 and
Bannister 3-1), 1, 5 10 pm
Toronto(McGowan 1-1) vs Tampa Bay
(Sonnanstene 2-1) at Kissimmee Fla ,
8 10 p m
N Yankees (Hughes 0 3) al Chicago
White Sox (0 Floyd 2-0) 7 11 p
Baftirnore (Losmen 0-1) at Seattle
(Washburn 1.3), 9 10 p m
Friday's Goma*
L A Angels (Santana 3-0) at Detroit
(Robertson 0-2). 6 05 pm
NY Yankees (Pettitte 3-I/at Cleveland
(Byrd 0-2), 60S pm
Boston (Wakefield 2-0) at larnpa Bay
(Garza 0-0). 6 10 p m
Minnesota (13Isciibum 1.1i at Tends
(Millwood 1-2), 705 pm
Toronto (Burned 2.1) at Kansas City
(Groom 3-0), 7 10 pm
Baltimore (Burnes 2-1)11 Chicago
White Sod (Wehrle 1-2), 7 11 pm
Oakland (Eveland 2.1) it Seattle
(Batista 2.2), 9.10 p m

Hopson •Cards
signs with
Tennessee

looking in
ng himself
Pitino,
to go and
ii world is

Insurance Center of Nturrav•

ThiStili% •(limn.•(sit'•
dm" •1111 .1101111

rdinals last

his stance.
opes NBA
inagers can
;hrough to
might not
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National Leegue Standings
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GO
13 8 619
Florida
New York
11
9 550 11/2
11 11500 2 1/2
Philadelphia
Atlanta
10 11 476
3
Washington
6 16 273 7 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pet OS
-Chicago
15 6 714
Mtlwaukee
13 8619
2
St Louts
13 9 591 21/2
Houston
10 12 455 51/2
Pittsburgh
9 12 429
6
Cincinnati
9 13 409 6 112
Waal Division
L Pet GB
W
Arizona
15 6 714
9 i2429
6
Colorado
6
Los Angeles
9 12 429
9 13 409 6 112
San Diego
San Francisco
9 13 409 61/2

Wednesday's Gamin
Pittsburgh 7 St Louis 4
Florida 7 Atlanta 2
II Y Mets 7. Washington 2
Finuston 9 Cincinnati 3
Milwaukee 5 Philadelphia 4
Chicago Cubs 7 Colorado 6 10 innings
San Francisco 3. San Diego 2 13
innings
A Dodgers 8, Arizona 3
Thursday's Games
Houston (Cassel 0-0) at Cincinnati
(Coate 1-1), 11 35 a rn
Philadelphia (Moyer 1-1) at Milwaukee
ISup(ian 1-0). 12 05 17 m
Chicago Cubs (Marquis 1.0) at
Colorado (Cook 2.1). 2 0•5 p
St Louis (Plneoro 0-2) at Pittsburgh
(GOrzelanny 1-2), 608 p m
Florida (Badenhop 0-1) at Atlanta
(James 1-1) 6 10 p m
N Y Meta(0 Perez 2-0) at Washington
(HS 0-0) 6 10 p m
San Francisco (Lincecurn 3-0) at San
Diego 0Mutt9 1.1 ). 9 05 p m
Anzona (Gonzalez 0-1) at L A Dodgers
(Billingsley 0-3), 9 10 pin
Friday's Games
Philadelphia (Eaton 0-01 at Pittsburgh

(Duirrio-i),tiospm
Atlanta (Almon. 2-2) at N V Mitts
;Pedrey 2-01 8 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Dempster 3-01 at
Washington (Perez 0-3). 6 35 P
Florida (Olsen 3-0) at Milwaukee
(Gallardo 0-0). 7 06 p m
Houston (Chacon 0-0) at St Louis
(Lodger 3-1). 7 15 p m
Anzona (Johnson 0-)) at San Diego
(Wolf 2-0) 9 05 p
Cincinnati Marling 1.2) at San
Francisco (Sanchez 1-1), 9 15 p m
Colorado (Jimeinez 1-21 at L A Dodgers
iKurocla 1-2). 940 pm
•

Redeanftuf.errleAng Bautista up throw by Reyes on a cometo third. Mientkiewicz singled backer to the mound hit by
down the left-field line off Xavier Nady with Doumit at
Anthony Reyes(I -11 to make it first and nobody out. Reyes'
throw for the forceout at second
7-4.
"I was happy for Jose," was too high for shortstop Aaron
Mientktewicz said. "In that situ- Miles, hut second bascnian
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) ation, that hit goes a long way. I Adam Kennedy was backing up
--- McDonald's and Parade All- was really happy for Bautista. He caught the ball and threw
American Scotty Hopson has Of all of the guys that need one, Nady out at first.
signed a letter of intent to play at he needed that one. Hopefully
'Though not ruled an error, a
Tennessee in the 2008-09 sea- he goes home with a good feel- double play on that would've
sonlikely allowed Reyes to nuke it
ing."
Coach Bruce Pearl says
The inning was made possi- through the inning unscathed.
Hopson, who on Monday WAS ble partly because of an errant
named The Associated Press'
Kentucky Boys High School
Player of the Year, can immediately help make up for the loss- From Page 12
doing something special here at
es of shooters Chns Lofton and ing going out there and playing Kentucky.- he said -I just wasJahnin Smith.
in one of the best summer n't ready to leave college baseThe 6-foot-7, 185-pound leagues an the country and being ball yet I hadn't had enough of
guard averaged 24.3 points. 11.3 able to be successful.- he said.
rebounds, three blocks and three -The best part about it was havAnd the Wildcats are certainassists as a senior at University ing fun again and zero pain."
ly fortunate to have him on their
in
Academy
Heights
Despite not having played aim team - at all.
Hopkinsville. Ky.
"I never had a recruiting
inning for Kentucky last season,
the
first Cowgill was drafted in the 29th visit,- Cowgill said with a
Hopson
is
McDonald". All-American to round by Oakland last June, *The laugh. "I was out in the dugout
sign with Tennessee since Athletics presented an attractive with coach Cohen telling me not
Vincent Yarbrough in 1997.
offer. but Cowgill stayed in to come. I mean, it's a tunny
He .toins center Philip Junck. school.
story. but I'm really glad I made
guard Daniel West and wing
"I think the biggest thing WAS the decision to come here
Renaldo Woolridge in the that I knew we had a real shot of because it's been nothing hut
Volunteers' 2008 signing class.
great."

•Cowgill

Want more? Bundle and save!
Got television, high-speed Internet
and local and long-distance
telephone service for

Murray Ledger & Timbal
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Amoral*
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error Murray Ledger & Times will be
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110
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$8.25 Column Inch, tar: Discount 2nd Run,
40%. Discount Ird Run.
All I Aiht Marl Ron Walla. 0 Day Per-kat )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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$815 First Day- 20 words or less - Over 70 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
•' .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Fax: 753-1927
060
Heip Wanted

010

Lear
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boats
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LEGAL NOTICE
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Pursuant to Kentucky Revised Statue 338.061 and
80.1 Kentucky Administrative Regulation 2:010,
nob", IR hereby given The Kentucky Occupational
Safety and Health Standards Board, herelnafte,
referred to as the Boani, will meet at 130 pan
EDSTL on Tuesday. May 6.288)6 The meeting will
be held in the Nunn Room at the Galt House Kant.
Fourth Street and Rivet Road, Lotuswile, Kentucky
The Board will ionstder adoption of a federal direct
final rule published in the December 14, 2007
Federal Register and confirmed In the March 14,
2006 Federal Register. removing a number of references to national consensus standards having
requirements that duplicate. or are comparable to
other OSHA rules, and, removes a reference to 21
1969 American Weldtng Society standard In addltton, any standards, rules or regulations published
in the Federal Register after general notice of this
hearing may be addressed Prior to the meeting
date, tntereased persons may submit comment in
wntIng to the Kentucky Department of Labor, Office
of Standards Interpntiatton and Development, 1047
U.S. 127 South, Suite 4. Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
on, in person at the meeting
J R Gray, tlommuutioner
Department of Labor

EEJ

Ikon

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
(PM on the
I vi Sat of the month
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
ore believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Found. Motorcycle key
at Bee Creek Soccer
Complex. Call to identi
ly 270-619-6755.
FOUND: Small, brown
female dog. Possibly
Shiba Mu or mix.
753-1164.
FOUND: Small, brown
female dog. Possibly
Shiba Mu or mix.
753-1164.

CDL driver needed
asphalt construction.
759-0501
NIGHT time
Bartenders, full or part
time For appt. call
(731)782-3775

ACCOUNTING
General
Position
Responsibilities'
Processing accounts
payable and accounts
receivable, preparation
of monthly financial
statements, tracking
fixed assets Required
education and experiBachelor's
ence:
Decree preferred, a
minimum ot live years
experience in a similar
Required
position.
knowledge skills and
abilities: Proficiency in
and
Peachtree
Quickbooks preferred,
computer
literacy.
specifically Microsoft
Office, strong organizationai skills, strong
verbal communications
skills. E-mail resume to
murrayaccounting Og
mad.com
ARE computers your
passion? Put your talents to work in an entry
level position and
envoy the opportunity
to grow with us we
need someone full time
wno can do web
design, help talk people through software
installs and learn new
quickly
programs
Please call Lorraine at
(270)436-2793 from
9:00-5.00.
FULL time bookkeeper,
experience
computer
required,
knowledge required.
Apply in person Welch
Concrete Products. US
HWY 641 North, Alm.
KY

April
iciA,
( Showers J
Bring May °
Flowers!
mi
LEDGER&TBIES
KR Al

Home Delivery

Local Mall
roo.y)
6 so.----.152.30 3 So.--.433.111
6
lac
--WA
I yr.
I yr...-.......11104.00
Real of KY/TN
(Purim•Ism/am

AN Odor Hall
Subseripliaas

3 Mk
soo..--.490.10 6 on.
1 yr.-----$120.00 1 yr...---$145.011]

3

Check

Money Order

Visa

M/C

St Address

Zip__

_

1-4 Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:

4

.
....4

QualalcatIons.
HEALTH
& REHAB
Five Hundred Beck Lane
Mayfield, Kentucky

BEHAVIOR SPECIALIST - This position is
responsible for developing. implementing, training. and monitoring behavior management
plans in the DID program The position is
responsible for all administrative and programmatic paperwork associated with the above
duties and will also perform other duties as
assigned. Minimum Qualifications: Masters
degree in a behavioral science, one year experience in behavioral programming, must have
valid drivers license and be insurable. Send
resume to: Anne Thurman, HR Director, Four
Rivers Behavioral Health. 425 Broadway,
Paducah. KY 42001. Open until filled. EOE

NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
The Joint Apprsmuccship and Training Cormruttee
lot the Electrical Indusuy is accepting applicahons
for apprenticeship sin the fast Friday of each month
between the hours or 1(100 a.m and 6:00 p.m and
on he Saturday following the first Friday between
ale hours of 8:00 a.m. and 11:18) am at the Paducah
Electrical 1.A T.0 Office, 2110 Shade Tux Drive,
Paducah. KY 42001
All applicants will be reseived without regard to age,
race, color, religion. national origin or sox Each
applicant must ifleet all basic requirentents to be eligible for an interview. Requirements are 17 years of
age 118 at time of indenture). high school graduate or
OLD or Associates Degree, active drivers license,
birth certificate and proof of one full credit in
Algebra I Applicants have 60 days from date of
application to supply required information.
Applicants will he selected in order ot their ranking
resulung from interview rating

WaraNI

Diesel
Tech/Mechanic
for High
Paying position
Great Benefits &
Retirement.
Looking
for a Career Not
just a Job

Please call
NATIONAL
877-339-1186
DISCLAIMER
When ...cessing the
"help wanted- section
t61 out classifieds
welipage at
murray/edger tom,
you will be redirected
10 jobnetwork .0111
By default.
Murray and local Joh
listings will appear in
thu wet:site
However, 55 J national
website. not all listings
on the pihnetwork com
arc plated through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have any
questions icgarding
thc Mur,iy wea
fob listings 1.11.ink sou
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

FULL time position,,
staff accountant, experience preferred. Apply
to: Resume. P.O Box
KY
Mayfield,
949
42066.

City

4
•
••
'
4
.
1

Must be a team player and be able to
work well with others. Good positive
attitude. Supervisory skills a must.
Apply in person at

EXPERINCED roofers
needed. Call 7530355 or 293-0354.

Name

State

PROGRAMMER ANA
LYST, Information
Systems Department,
Murray State
University. Full-time.
entry level, non-tenure
track position to begin
May/June 2008.

RN - Unit Manager Position

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 420'71
Or call (270) 753-1916
a

WORK from home!
Incorporated 500 company. No sales, not
mlm.(270)804-5648.

WNW

I

FULL-TIME Customer
Support
Representatives needed. CSRs provide
phone support for
PowerClaim line of
solutions 1 year college required.
Healthalfe/dental
insurance, 18 paid
days oft)year. retirement Email resumes
to candice@powerclaim corn
KFC
now
hiring
cashiers & cooks. Must
be available for all
shifts Apply in person
205 N. 12th St.
MURRAY real estate
licensing class Four
weekends, June
(270)223-0789
deloiseadarns0yahoo
COM
NOW taking appilcabons for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-ln, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY No
phone calls.
NURSING Assistant
for doctor's office Take
vital signs and prepare
patient for doctor. Full
time Send resume to
PO box 1040 N.
Murray, KY 42071
OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
WENDY S is now hiring for shift leaders and
crew members. We
competitive
offer
wages, tuition reimbursement,
401K.
opportunity
for
advancement, health
and dental insurance.
Apply in person MonFri, 2:00-4:00, ask for
Mike.

Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related field preferred,
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
experience.
Knowledge of applications programming,
systems analysis, relational databases, and
programming support
functions is a prerequisite. Experience with
SQL is required.
Experience with
PUSOL, Oracle
Stored procedures,
and Oracle
Development tools
preferred. Must possess strong interpersonai skills (both written and verbal).
BEaumnIMMIRE
Under direction of
Manager,
Administrative
Computing, provide
systems development,
assist in the support
and implementation of
SunGara Banner ERP,
and perform all duties
associated with the
support of University
administrative appilcaWm- Naolicallon
WIWI= May ??,
21:308 Ta_APPIY.:
Send cover inner,
resume, and three current professional references to Chair,
Programmer Analyst
Search Comroittee,
Administrative
Computing,
Information Systems,
Murray State
University, 112 I & T
Building, Murray, KY
42071-3347 or fax to
(270) 809-3465.
Women and minorities
are encouraged to
apply Murray Stale
University is an equal
education and employment opportunity.
ANFIDD, AA employer
RESIDENT
ASSISTANT
Must provide direct
supervision and assistance to residents of a
group home for the
mentally ill. Other
responsibilities include
providing monitoring
and maintaining facility.
Health
Behaviorai
inrhatives is now hiring
at our Puryear facility
Applicants must possess the ability to
relate well with residents and staff
High school diploma of
equivalent and valid
Driver's License is
required.
BM' is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Please send resume
to.
Behavioral Health
Initiatives
36C Sandstone Circle
Jackson, TN 38305
SECRETARY/BOOKK
EEPER, construction
and or trucking industry and plus. Send
resume to: P.O. Box
816, Murray
SERVALL Termite &
Pest Control is seeking
applications for termite
technician.
Qualifications include
valid DL, pass drug
screen, must be able to
lift 50Ibs.. aid crawl
under houses. Apply in
person Mon-Fri, 8:005:00.
ho Pia( e to
Start

'Murray

Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

SONIC of Murray Is
()eking for export
Restsuran
encrad
Manager. Pay rats
benefits *11
and
depend on *awl
once. Please send
to:
resume
Restaurant Manager,
137 Gibbs Store Rd,
Murray, KY 42071.

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270
759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
clean
WILL
nooses/offices. Please
call (270)293-5806

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Flepairs/Upgrades
759.3558

HAM RADIO EQUIP
MENT FOR SALE
Vintage Ham Radio
HP-23B
Fienthkit
power supply with
Ham
manual. Old
Radio Heathkrt HW-12
transciever
SSB
w/manual.lcom IC U82
UHF handheld TwoWay Radio. Ten Tec
model 2425 2 Meter
Ampliter Ham Radio.
Kenwood In 7730 2
meter FM transceiver
with mike, power cord
mountng bracket, manual in factory box.
(731)642-8222.
HD TralevIslons
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions'
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

TA NGLE WOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lowes Drive Murray, KY 42071

Immediately Available:

AUC1

2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - based on income
Section 8 vouchers accepted
( -A.
on all apartments.
• Free Cable • Washer, Dryer, Range. Dishwasher. &
Refrigerator Provided • All Electric • Carpet & Ceramic
File • Central Heat & Arr • Pero/Deck
Some restrictions apply
Call Joy for details.. 270-762-1044 or
270-804-0850. rryt 800-648-6056

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dri‘e • Murray, KY 42(171

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

[
1112Ptc

flay
illgMi
t
7o
Moms For flak
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Mus
Go!
Unbelievabts Deals,
Save
Only 4 left
Thousands!, Cal now
731-584-9429

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old US-Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value.
2934999

-Owner Finance***
15080 2 BR. 2 Re
$2,950 down, $435 per
mo. 55 Jessica Ln.
Byerly,
Bonnie
Principal Broker.
752-0729.

\
)

1' 1 \t.Ill) 1

s\ "11 \ 1 1:

1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3-BR 1.5-BA, LR pull
out. Riviera Cl 51
Must
be
moved.
$6.000-0130
753-0250, 703-5804.
1989 14x70 furnished,
front & back porch,
C/H/A. $6,500. after
5:00. (270)436-5701

\'H -\l1

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS
hit Orihr
7.;

Arida;
Perils
1 Lazy Boy, taupe
recliner, 1 Berkline,
burgundy recliner, 1 3
cushioo Lena sofa, all
condition
excellent
Call 753-4575 or
753-5443 after 6pm.

\ -1 11 )1'

rii
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
E 04 A VS •
MOVED
WARD ELKINS
605 E
S 12TH ST.
(2701753 1713

We sell new & used

BEAUTIFUL 14K gold
engagement nng and
wedding band wrap.
Total diamond weight
is .60. Asking $400
obo. Call
(618)240-1446.

761-7653

BOWFLEX ultimate 2
$1,000- 293-5662
BRUNO curb seder lift.
automatic, for scooter.
Never been used.
$350. 753-1279.
GOLF cart, Yamaha
48V. top, windshield,
seat covers, absolutely
like new. $3,500
435-4714
GUEINEA eggs, and
Keats
(baby
Gueinea's) 437-4823.
KR Keith's lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9831

1996 Fleetwood
16x80, 38R, 2BA
Excellent condition
(270)489-2525
PRICED TO SELL!!
2001 Claylon16780
3br 2ba, & land
New - 2 can carport &
12x16 storage building
Landscaped, frt &
rear porch, too much
to list
North of Murray.
After 6PM 270-7599362
REPO 2005 Double
Wide 5 BR home on 1
acre located in Paris,
TN. Call 731-584-9429
tom more details.
SPRING
SPECIAL.
a
new
Purchase
Clayton Hume in the
month of April and
receive
NO
PAYMENTS FOR FOUR
MONTHS!! Call to
detail at 731-584-9429

Need furniture?

52" RCA big screen t v.
$795. Off white leather
$275.
love
seat
(270)293-9372

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

Noce 2 BR trailer, no
pets. 753-9866
Small 2BR, $225.
753-6012.
Rum

Kong brass bed with
black
contemporary
se! (270)753-2135
Moving must sell. nice
oak table with loaf & 4
chairs, curio cabinet
and oak desk
81 2-384-7030,
270-873-2106

rot Equipment
4s11' grain auger, with
out motor, $50
748-6477.
JD 600 Hiboys $3,500.
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7,500.
Tobacco
each
.15
slicks.
(502)5504080

ilete;

1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a mes
sage. 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances, including
W/D
No
Pets.
(270)436-2524 or
293-6906.
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

For Red
2 BR apt, extra nice,
1403A
$540
Valleywood Available
May 1st. 7533018
duplex.
2
BR
washer/dryer, C/H/A.
1, 2, 3 BR apartments.
753-0606 753-1252
161 3604
2-BR duplex apart
rnent, C/H/A. W/D, furnished and lawn mtunt
No pets. 1 yr lease
$450/mos-$350deposri
304B S 6th. Call
(615)907-4955.
2BR duplex, nice,
CM/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9896
2BR& 38R apartments
available. Greet location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month.
No pets Includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
3&4BR. 2BA available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 7539898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

2BR, country
ances.
Colernr

501 Sc
MOM
washer:
washer:
stove
rooms,
screene
wood fl
270-7f
IN Pi
Bedroc
deposit

AtiF
Near

WA
1850
Murr
27

MURRi
Lock
units as
753-29

DUPLEXS for rent all
appliances included.
Call 767-9946.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
Phone
accessible.
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am, TOO No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

OF

Bab

rfier

ShOl

chi

LIKE now, 1BR apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr 270-559-9080 or
leave message.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Nor-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
DD *1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1E4R, nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo 753-5980

1&2 BR apts, 1-year
lease. 1BR $350.00,
28R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559

2
wafil
ikRin,g 1 dB
isA
tanhcoeuse
to
$425moseleposit, no
pets. 502 Broad St.

2BR duplex, 2BA,
garage. No pets. 7537457 or 227-3054.

hospital.
(270)293-0312.

H,

102
RIG)

Riot

Hor
t.v.,

k Timm
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Farm Location: 1515 POTTS ROAD A TUCKER-GARLAND ROAD, MURRAY,KENTUCKY JUST OFF
HWY. 121 NORTH From Murray, KY Take 121 North 5 Miles To Potts Road Go East On Potts Hoed 1 5
Miles To Property See Sipres Pooled!

X1111110111,311021111111111111111- IMMO
- I MX XIMITX S MC NOW 11W1I MI REAL ESTATE TRACT RANGES - 1.8
ACRES,4 ACRES,10 ACRES,25 ACRES,30
ACRES,AND ANY COMBINATIONS UP TO
307.20 ACRES
NORTHWEST CALLOWAY COUNTY
FARMLAND,PEACEFUL SETTINGS,GREAT
BUILDING SITES ON POTTS ROAD AND
TUCKER-GARLAND ROAD. TAKE /JIM
OF THIS FABULOUS ESTATE FARM. A
MUST SEE FARM IN N.W.CALLOWAY CO.
SECLUCED BUXOM SITES,PRODuCnvE MUNILIAX GENTLY ROLLINS HOINEWES,AVERSCAN
ME FENCING ONFARA A PenaMINA OPOIATION FOR CROP OR CATTLE pRoopcnom
AND ORIATIMULIV WNW& NI4.TILLABLE ACRES
BOY XXII TWIN! 1111111111111111111,11111111 SR STIRN mmumpwsmirvit
110011111118.11 Er WPMare 111111.11 NUM(X MR MEV NUN513 NwanisK
SW.=TM WILL MIa? 11410 1141 IIDA1111111116111111 OF PlIA:117

II
11171

ENTS

71

3 BR. 1 BA house, 1
block from Murray
State campus
Recently remodeled,
1.400 sq ft hardwood
floors, double dnveways $82.500
(502)387-6054
FOR sale by owner.
148 Edinborough Dr
West 2200 sq ft 38R.
2BA, new in 2004.
bonus room
759-1461
3-bedroom. 1-ba8)-. 1200/Sq-ft. Brick home
1-1/4 acres, CHA.
Large Fenced
Backyard. Patio.
$82,500 615-8047444

lien MINIM
753-3100
Mcif.lnitargry
Ins. Services
100 N. 5th
'1
\111,11 11
1)1 It 1 1(1 t II

Cal tor MOM Irochno or %hit www.loarreanientate
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was

40 Size Unite
Available
•Now

42071

.283

Climate Cal*

is

*134013

m6

1

1111L-F:Flont

RO119

etre race,
1403A
Available
3018
duplex.
C/H/A.
artments.
•53-1252

apart•
W/D, furailment.
yr Male
Odep011g.
lb. Call
5.

loss furs locan RE

ertnwints
sat localease, 1
mit, no
5

irsOuses:
month.
des

28R. IBA, house in
country. C/G/A. appli
anCes
$500
mo
Coleman RE 753-9898

501 South 6th. 3 bedroom
1
bath:
washer/dryer:
dishwasher; refrigerator:
stove
living/dining
rooms; bonus room.
screened porch. hardwood floors.
270-761-1317
IN Puryear. TN. 1
Bedroom, lease
a
deposit 492-8526

A sizes to
flt your needs
I Aw-ated hs
Frew, radio station

KEY-MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

clavier*

k duplex
pliances
P53-9898

rent, all
ncluded.

iments
apploca.Thr units
1 Income
paorment
Phone
Mon 8

)No.
(6. Equal
ortunity.

R apt, all
Brooklyn
9080 or
C.

(SING
• Apts
3ection
ers
Cal Apts.
nod Dr
y.
Friday.
-4984.
wing
nay
48-605
onratan's.

6980
I

, house
nit, no
oad St
ance to

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

Prop.
For Sale
OVER 260 acres of
commercial properly
which fronts HWY 80
MLS
44481.
Commercial Bonanza!!
Property on South 12th
street; includes two
currently
buildings
leased, lots of parking,
priced below market
value! MLS please cala
Barbara Barnett
293-9372. For more
into. www.murraykyrealtor.com 1st Reality
Group.

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905, 2931480
SPACE wettable
aaaskiewillarreeriese- ao
CENTURY 21 Loretta(
Jobs Realtors
270 753 1492

AKC Pomp, 2 female
champage white, is
shots, ready to go
(270) 804-3767.

400
Yet Solo

BENGAL kittens, spotted leopard. TICA registered. $350,
(270)703-5877
DOG Obedience
436-2858

Sugar Creek
Baptist Youth
Yard sale/Bake sale
Friday & Saturday
7:00AM-1:00PM
2423 Rowlett Trail
94E to 732. 8.5
miles on right

270-753-5562

available
pliances
r53-9898

'Mat

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.10sge dual. oontroi
storage
•Security alarmed
-Sate & clean
.We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20 50
753 7668

*• r.

'not
not

J811, RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121S. d ilredele
IOXIO $25 10x15 $40
(270)436-2524
1270) 293-6906

1 0

Tiller, mowers,
furniture, retrial
stroller, clothes.
knick-knacks. recliner
much more

4 PARTY YARD SALE
BAMBI CT.
OFF JOHNNY ROBERTSON RD.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Baby bed, 3 highchairs, kids clothes
3mo.-14 (new and used).
mens clothes M-2X, womens 7-2X,
shop vac, household items, dinning
chairs, linens, little tyke slide, ect.

ART & CRAFT SHOW
THE ELLIS CENTER
630 ELLIS DRIVE
APRIL 26,2008
8AM TILL 4PM

REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups.
3 Black, 2
satt&pepper. 3-males.
2-females.
Ready
4/30
Vet checked.
shots wormed, tails
docked. 293-1482
UKC blue fawn pit bull,
8 weeks, $400
(2701217-4493

2 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
2301 BROOKHAVEN
TAKE
POBERTSON RD
SOUTH. TURN LEFT
ON BROOKHAVEN
FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
6 30-11:00
Household dents
clothes furniture golf
Clubs and much more

YARD SALE
355 ERWIN no.
(270)293-6572

TOBACCO ground
approx 10.5 acres,
highly productive land,
water available close
by (270)489-2116

Miirray ledger & Times Fair
liaising Art Notice
All real i,tat, akhortNed hemli
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'or nanonal origin or irten
won to make ant wit h rimier
entes ilf1111.01011, dea rimina
tion
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I'.,' .11i kno.ingl. &rept Jill
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for rurttwr
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menet. tontatt NA
CON nas
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11111111.als
1- For SW
10 acres north o
near
the
Murray
Marshall County line
Great building sde
$45.000 call 293-7872
3 acre wooded lot with
pond in Sartoga Farms
subdivision_ 293-7872
REDUCED
3AC
SARATOGA FARMS.
right corner
back
White fence in front
270-519-2290

139 acres near New
Concord Trophy deer
and turkey hunting
125 acres of martimber
ketable
$275.000 293-7872

NEW 3 BR, 2 BA
home, tile, hardwood,
carpet, beautiful lot.
$150.000. 293-1524,
293-9913.
NEW construction, just
finished. 141 Blissful
View, Saratoga la Up
scale home. 4-BR, 2
BA.(270)804-1655
NEW homes and lots
in Riverlield Estates
located on Doran Road
South. Come and see
what we have to offer.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
NEWLY
renovated
3BR. large den- could
be 4th BR, 2BA. brick
ranch. living/dinning
room, stainless steel
kitchen
appliances.
new beautiful hardwood
floors.
new
Italian tile bath, new
C/H/A. freshly painted
wails, beautiful crown
moicang. 2064 sq ft.
fruit orchard, grape
arbor, garden area on
appx 3 acres. 4mi
norih
Calloway
$142,000 753-1140,
293-3750.
NICE. clean, 3 BR. 2
BA. country house,
outside building Large
trees. 41'ni west of Lynn
Grove. $53,000 3822197
PRICED below
appraisal! New
3braba home FSEIO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II 5249.099
Call 1 949 689 5998
REDUCED 4-6 Br, 3
Be. log home on 1
acre 20 min. from
Mayfield 15 min from
Murray Located in
South
Marshall
Call
$185,000
(270)703-7230
REDUCED 4BR, 2
bath, garage. acre lot,
plus rental mobile
home. 5 miles from
MSU off Hwy 80
$79.900 556-6868.
REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$248,500.00
753-2905 or 293-8595

equipment,
children's clothes
and household
items

YARD SALE
813 SHA WA
CIRCLE
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
CANCEL IF RAIN

Tendable farm land for
196
acres
sale,
Contact Herman Carrot
(270)753-1219
or
(270)978-1208
460
I
Norms For SW

L

1995 Buccaneer
28x80, perm fndt
1 17-ac, 4br, 2ba. cha,
gas fireplace. new
appliances, hardwood
floors,
new-roof 07 $77 000
(270)293-7257
(270)293-9887
3-BR, 2-BA house on
25 acres with swimming pool and 30'x50'
detached garage.
270-978-0505.
270-436-2051.

-Sullivan
University
2004 Toyota Rav4. 5
ANNOUNCEMENTS
(Lexington; seeks fullspeed manual trans
mission, 30 mpg, ful .DIVORCE
without time and adjunct faculty
power, AC AM-FM CD Children
$95, for Computer Science.
player, white with tan DIVORCE with Children Office Technology, and
interior keyless entry
$95 With FREE name Geography Requires
condition,
excellent
documents Masters Degree and
change
25.000 miles, $14.875
(wife only) and martial practical teaching expe436-5610
rience
Applicants
settlement agreement
•2002 Jeep Cherokee
Fast, easy and profes- should have commitspecial edition. 74,000
sional Call 1-888-789- ment to excellence in
miles, 4x4, V-8, white
teaching, student advis0198
with charcoal intenor,
ing, and curriculum
new tires, excellent
-One order. One check, development.
Send
condition.
One smart move! Save resume
to
•1999 Chevrolet
time and money by nienkmsesullivan.edu
Tahoe, 4x4, V-8.
making one call to place or
HR,
2355
113,000 miles, blue
a 25-word classined in Harrodsburg
Rd,
with gray leather interi- 70 Kentucky newspa- Lexington, KY
40504.
or, heated seats. tow
pers for only $250. For EOE.
package, excellent
more information, concondition 753-2486 or
INSTRUCTIONAL
classified
tact
the
227 7822
department of this -AIRLINES ARE HIRnewspaper or call KPS ING- Train for high pay1555
Lissa Cars
1-502-223-8821
ing
Aviation
Maintenance Career.
AUCTIONS
FAA approved program
Equipment Financial aid 11 qualified.
*Large
Auction: April 26th Job placement assis10AM. 700 East College tance. CALL Aviation
Ave.
Stanton,
KY. institute of Maintenance
Farm, (888)349-5387
Construction.
Truck Tractors Repos.
County surplus, con- -Attend College Online
QUALITY Cars, best signea
Dozers. from home. 'Medical,
prices.
Business. Paralegal,
Excavators, off road
Rendezvous
CXL
dumps, Farm tractors, 'Computers. "Criminal
Lexus RX300
Lowboys, Boom lifts, Justice. Job placement
Sentra 1.8S
Boom truck, Backhoes assistance. Computer
Blazer
& much more. Contact available. Financial Aid
Grand Prix GT with
selling agent for into. if qualified. Call 866u
Brewer Auction Co. 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
Taurus
Stanton, KY 606-663- www CenturaOnline.co
Liberty
4663 or 800-371-5573
Ford Lariat
ve.vw.brewerrealestate.c
Chevy Z71
-"Can You Dig It?"
om
Grand Am
Equipment
Heavy
C&K Motors
School. 3wk training
BUILDINGS
(270)705-5973
program.
Backhoes.
www,ckmotorsky.com
Economy
-8,-Rile
Bulldozers. Trackhoes
06 Honda Shadow Buildings, Your eco- Local job placement
alternative.
only nomical
Sprit custom
asst. Start digging dirt
4,000 miles, extra nice. Pole Barns and Matenal NOW: Toll-Free. 866avadab:e
Packages
$5,500. 227-3123 or
362-6497
Free Estimates 1.800978-5655.
EQUIPMENT
*HEAVY
570-9656
or
www.bi92 Olds station wagon,
OPERATOR
TRAINntebuildings.com
runs good $750 obo
ING: No Experience
759-1771
BUSINESS
Necessary. ASK about
500
SERVICES
State Training Dollars
mployment
E
• Attention
Used Trucks
Homeowners. Display Assistance. Accredited
Sharp! 2007 Dodge
NCCER.
homes wanted for vinyl by
Ram Quad Cab still
replacement www.amheicom 1-866siding •
under warranty
windows- roofs. Low 280-5836 AMERICAN
$18,000 obo
monthly
payments- HEAVY EQUIPMENT
731-247-3110
TRAINING
99 Ford Ranger super- guaranteed financing
until
payment
cab. 4 DR, 82K miles. No
MEDICAL
loaded sharp. $6.800 January 2009. Call: 1-Absolutely
no cost to
800-251.0843
obo 978-1548
you!! AS Brand New
• 1994 Ford F-150 1/2
EQUIPMENT
wheelchairs,
power
Ton p/u, 4.9, 146 xxx
FOR SALE
hospital
and
beds
miles. truck has new
scooters.
Immediate
tires and in good condi- *Sawmills From Only
Ff..
tion. $2,000 293-5067 $2.990 Convert your delivery Call Toll
1-888-9984111 to qualChevy logs to Valuable Lumber
1993
ity,
Cheyenne. 6 cycle. with your own Norwood
aluminum tool 130x, portable band sawmill
REAL ESTATE
new parts. 148,000 Log skidders also availProperty
on
able
www norwood- •New
miles, price negotiable
sawmills comi300N Kentucky Lakel 7 acres
753-6842, 293-7252
with
a
boat
sap
only
Free
information' -80084 Ford 150 4X4 LWB
$49,900
Ready to
578-1363 ext 300-N
460 engine
build- Utilities available.
(270)293-6740
HELP WANTED
Call 800-770-9311 ext
-COLONIAL LIFE seek- 162

1

I

ION
75.3-3MOM

Ins. Services
100 N. 5th
2008 Spring In-Water
Boat Show. May 2, 3 &
4, at Kentucky Dam
Marina on Kentucky
Lake in Gilbertsville,
KY. Over 5.000,000
worth of new, used and
brokered boats will be
Call
on
display.
(270)362-8343 for info
www.kentuckianayacht corn
26ft. Hams flote boat
115hp motor, $4.000
227-1560
1990 Championbass
boat 2011 long. 1978
Mercury Mariner 150
HP,
$5,900
obo
(270)293-2430
85 Bayliner Capn runs,
needs work
$450
753-2961

LAM
•
LAWN SERVIE
Mowing, Mani( wing,
Landscaping 8.
Leif Vacuuming
Satkrartion guaranteed

Amiga

7:00-?

7 PARTY
YARD SALE
1022 OAKS COUNTRY CLUB RD.
RIGHT OF WISWELL RD. OR LEFT
OFF 94 WEST.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
9:00-7
Home decor, furniture, 52" and 27"
t.v., clothes, Jewelry, ceramic pots,
purses and much more.

8:00-?
Furniture, women's
clothes-kg-plus. children's clothes, tools.
collectables, cook &
bakeware. new and
used DVD's. toys,
lots of everything

SATURDAY

Furniture, excense

Huge selection of craft items, plus
baked goods, sandwiches, cold
drinks, sausage, biscuits and coffee
Sponsored by Ellis center
Homemakers Resident Council

YARD
SALE
310 S. 15TH ST.
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
INSIDE

IMMEDIATE
possespan, country Irving at
it's best. 2 BR, I BA
lake are home with 5
acres. Priced to sell
731 -247$65,000.
3110, 731-707-2641.

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

UBykbledse

ing licensed Life &
Health agents to market
voluntary
employee
benefit programs to
employers
Register
for our informational
Event
Call Carey
Thompson, 502-3147635
• Construction
Estimator Great opportunity with will established
EmployeeOwned Co
Minimum
10 yrs in developing
quantity take offs and
pricing for neavy industrial projects
This
included pipmg, foundation, water and wastewater
projects
Excellent pay and benefits. Send resume to
PO
Box
37270,
Louisville, KY 40223 or
fax
502-992-3734.
Drug free workplace
EOE-M/F'DN
phle*Experienced
botomists, paramedics,
MD's, LPN's. MA s
needed for Daytime
Mobile
Insurance
Examinations $15-25
exam KY and Southern
IN Detail °neared independent
contractor
work E-mail resume.
gpd0insightbb corn

753-1816 217-0611

"BRAND NEW 2007
Honda CRF8OF dirtbike Must go!! $2750.
Less than 1 hour of riding. Call
270-227-7547.

USED TIRES
14, 15 16 inch

Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush trimming, and more.
DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438

TRAVEL
•DESTIN, FORT WALTON BEACH, SOUTH
WALTON,
PANAMA
CITY & PORT ST JOE,
FLORIDA Best selection of beach cottages.
homes & condos. Online
Reservations
WW1*/ SouthernResorts
corn 800.737.2322
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•Attn Drivers. HOME
GET
WEEKENDS!
PAID 406 PER MILE.
Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus!
COLA & 6 rno. flatbed
exp req'd W V.T 800246-6305 www wvIonline.com
•Class-A & B CDL
TRAINING. Fast affordable Programs Small
Training Classes with
Professional
Instruction
E mployment
Assistance
Now
E nrolling
WWW tatcdl com 1-866244-3644
TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
•S$Class-A Drivers$$
Terminals in Clarksville
TN Owensboro and
Georgetown KY areas
Flatbed freight, planned
reloads, excellent pay
benefits, home weekends Call 866-3179264

Hill Electric
Mired

Since 1986

21 Nom mama
Res Com.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

lilt,,,,,

I

F./0141N,
Int

6

rawe,

COMPLETE yard care.
mowing,
much
(270)227-2449

-Deliver RVs lam pay.
Deliver "new" RVs to all
48 states and Canada
Get paid to travel! For
details. log On tc
www GoRVing4pay.co
•
*Delta Career Acadeiny
Currently Enrolling 1061
students for 16 day
Class-A CDL trainiOg
$8004850 avg. startrig
Secord
60
pay.
Approval.
800-8130171
-Driver- COL-A. Ate
grass is greener at PtL.
Students with CDL
excellent
Welcometraining. Co. Drivers
earn up to 46cprn
Owner Operators earn
1.216pm. 22 yrs of age.
12mos OTR. No Forced
Northeast! Co Drivers
800-848-0405
call'
0.0perators call. 877
774-3533
www.ptlinc.com
•Drivers: ACT NOW
Sign-On Bonus 35-42
cpm. Earn over $1000
weekly. Excellent beniafits. Need CDL-A anc(3
mos recent OTR 8(1)635-8669
•
-Drivers- Competitive
pay, Great home tirrie.
Van arid flatbed fleets
Accepting recent grads
23 YO, lyr om, CO)._ A. Smithway Molcir
Xpress 888-619-7607
WWW.SMXC.COT
-Drivers- Great Honie
Time & Pay! Compaiw
or Lease purchase
Health, vision & dental
Direct Deposit. CD1.!A
and 3 mos experience
req'd. 800-441-4271
ext. KY-100
-Drivers- IMMEDIAtE
HIRING! Regional :&
OTR positions availatfte
wfth
today! COLA
tanker req'd Top pay-r&
Premium benefits. Cell
877-484-3061 or vied
us at, www.oakleytransportcam
Seeking
-DriversOWNER OPERATORS
Mileage
Miles
&
Frequent home time
Pawl weekly & much
more! Call Karen today
o 800-333-8393 ext
1121 or visit. *way gem
indrafficsales corn
-Guaranteed Weekly
Settlement Check. Join
Wil-Trans
Leese
Operator program Get
the benefits of being a
lease operator without
any of the Risk. 888229-8712. Must be 23.
Truck
Driver
-No
Experience
Needed
Earn your CDL as you
drive. Company- paid
dnver training. Work tor
Wil-Trans Trucking and
be OTR in three weeks
888-428-6374 Must be
23.
-Our top regtonai driver
made $64,951 in 2007!
How much did YOU
earn'> $ 45/mile Make
more in 2008' Home
weekly! HEARTLAND
EXPRESS 1 -800-441
4953 www heartlande x
press.com
-Truck Drivers- CDL
training. Up to $20.000
bonus Accelerate your
career as a soldier.
Drive out terronsm by
keeping
the
Army
National Guard sup1 -800- GIOplied.
GUARD.com/truck.
WANTED TO BUIL
▪ buy old guitars, tube
amplifiers and old tube
or ribbon microphongs
Gibson. Martin, Fendar
Marshall. Gretsch and
others. Call 502-641
9009
530
Swim 011srod '
Al Joe's Mower repa4r
Tune-up specials
Free pick up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867
ACE Lawn Services
Average lawn $30
Call Stacy for estimates
(270)752-0270
APPLIANCE REPAIA
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 Cbti
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

kSIII %IT
itcht.II
lug "
7.59-41511I
71-1-;17

CLASSIFIEDS
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Calhoon Construction, LLC L
Gereral Contracting '

°

J

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, Ig &
sm wash rock, dirt, sand

Mg&

Murray

MSU's Multi-Cultural Night is Friday..ii!

MSU News Bureau
The Institute for International
Studies at Murray State
University is hosting its annual
Multi-Cultural Night from 5:309 p.m. on Friday on the third
mowing, floor of the ('urns Center.
LAWN
The event will feature a bufmulching, landscaping, garden tilling. fet of international cuisine, pre293-5662
pared by international students.
in the large ballroom.
Following the forxl tasting, a
Profesdaaal
talent show will be held in the
wowing,
Theatre.
Center
('urns
bardscape
lest

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Murray Ledger & Times

International students will perform native dances, play native
niusic instruments and perform
various other talents indigenous
to their home countries.
Tickets will be available at
the event or may be purchased in
advance at the Institute for
International Studies, located at
165 Woods Hall. Ticket prices
are $7 for students and $12 for
non-students.
This event will follow
International Awards Day, which
honors graduating international

students and study abroad graduates, as well as faculty who
have been voted on by students
as professor of the year.
International Awards Day will
be held at 3:30 p.m. today in the
Woods Hall Lobby.
Murray State has approximately 311 international students oti campus. The Institute
for International Studies supports international studies activities across the campus and community. They are responsible
for the recruitment and retention

of international students, as
as for providing assistance to visiting students and faculty.
The center directly provides
support for international stu-,..
dents and scholars. Murray State,.
students studying abroad, inter--,-.
national visits and community
education.
For more information about
Multi-Cultural Night or the , •
International Awards Day. con- ..•
for • '
Institute
the
tact
International Studies at
4152.

Family encourages Soapbox participation

Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd.

A conversation with Seth and Zach
Fortenbery will make any youngster 8-18
years of age excited about the prospect of
753-9899 or 293-5914
being a Soapbox Derby race car driver.
—Now is the time to begin getting ready for
the June 6th event with race car construcMURRAY MOWING CO.
tion clinics scheduled for May 3, 10 and
"Wireto Owity avol
figminso Awe
17.
WORKMANSHIP
QUALJTY
•Sdagirolwr le
Seth Fortenbery, now age 16, has been
Liatarwara
rtaws
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
in the local event since he was old enough
p. tetanal
/8 Pears Eircerhanc.
n
n
(Ai to.
to enter. In addition to the Rotary Club
•Tear-Offs
event in Murray, both boys have enjoyed
• Nser Roofs
sW-•
competing in races as far away as
NEED HELP? Cleveland. Detroit and Charleston, West
•Repairs
Services.
Handyman
•Wasittrienship
Zach commented that he was
All remodeling.
atiarenteed
only six years of age when Seth began racsmall
too
job
No
Free
ing and could hardly wait for the two years
Plasm 75.11431111
Free estimates.
Estimates!
(731)247-3001
to pass for him to become eligible. In his
Gat 2,34364
(731)363-3511
first competition he raced his sister's car.
II
l.
"Ali had crashed it and the first thing we
R k‘
estiFree
ROOFING
k \I)\
had to do was replace the wheels and align
mate,(270)293-4020
ktil)11 ‘1.1
11111211=11111111 (270)293-1924
the axles." he said.
The boys, along with their dad, Craig,
SEMI-RETIRED
have a game plan for this year built upon a
Carpenter,
II I", I
R L. Woods. 753-9440. wealth of experience. The plan includes
2711-753-2279
Start immediately.
being at the clinics, when they can, and
BRANDON'S Outdoor
THE Murray -Ledgei. & helping new drivers build their cars.
service
Seth said. "It's a lot of fun building the
Times considers its
Mowing. yard cleansources reliable, but cars and you learn a lot from doing it. You
up. shrubs, bush hoginaccuracies do occur. don't have to do it all by yourself, you have
ual‘Orois
ging, tilling, mulch,
Readers using this a iot of people helping you!"
Wt.*'letin W5,1410 kr, A 1.0,,
grading.
information do so at
141.1,,
Vfr: II' Wert,
Zack added,"We'll be aligning axles.
nt' CAI itattPeres
C-(270)978-0543
their own nsk Although
the steering, and oiling the
after 6:00(270)436270-293-5624
persons and compa- fine-tuning
5277
nies mentioned herein bearings to get the cars in tip-top shape."
FUTRELL'S Tree
Lawn
are believed to be rep- Craig noted that since all the cars have the
CALHOON'S
Service
utable, The Murray same design and are weighted so that each
Care & Asphalt Seal
Tnmming,
removal, Ledger & Times, nor
Coating
car and driver is the same, the races are
firegrinding,
stump
any of its employees always very, very close.
(270)437-4774
wood Insured
accept any responsibil(270)293-0161
"Any grain of sand on the wheels could
489-2839
ity whatsoever for their
make the difference in the outcome of each
PARKSIDE.
activities
C ARVVASH
event." he said.
TRENCHING
"That's why you see drivers and their
731-782-3951
atir 1
teams meticulously inspecting the vehicles

759-4418.227-944

'FREE
„prig.
14I

Ireekly & spec% al picks
•locally trivned/openanti

759-11.5i • 293-2783
293-2784
Monition (,tdroji-

731,336-5288

X-.. ‘1,41,1c

WIll mow

1101 St. Rt.121N.

753-8087
CATHY'S
Walipapenrig,
Painting. Cleaning
270- 227-6606 731498-8904

IM back' From Iraq!
matters!
Duality
Paint &
Robinson
Danny
Paper
Robinson
(270)225-9295

JOE'S JOBS
NADEAU'S
Construction

rrr t

-Flooring .Decks
•Vinyl siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruceonoet

4.4• 2.2-

• and swiping them down helore each race,"

TROYER'S
Construction, Pole
barns, shingles, metal
roofing. Darnel Troyer
(2701804-6884

-644

l'‘N ttr%
I x‘tN, I

•

*Yards
*Clem gutters
Pressure Washi

Tree
YEARRY'S
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
501io/ke.

Call us we will be
glad to help.
*my Wpm&
Timm

MOWING and trimming, reliable, scheduled Steven 767-9178

270-753-1916

by calling 753-1916
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Tried & True
Recipes

Shoepeg Corn Salad
By Mr. Mom
By Mr Mom 1 can baby green peas
Mark ,/14nderson (drained)
1 can shoepog white COM
(frozen or canned drained)
1 can French Style Green Beans (drained)
1 bunch green Onions, tops also chopped
(about 6)
1 chopped Green Pepper
1 small jar Pimentos
2 roasted red peppers diced

1/2 cup apple cider vinegar
1/2 cup Olive Oil
1/2 cup Splenda (or sugar)
2 tsp. Pepper
Pinch of salt
Put first six things in a bowl. Bring vinegar, sugar, oil, pepper. 8 salt to a boil and

said Craig Fonenbery." It's an event that
seems just right for Main Street U.S.A. I
understand that our Rotary Club is working
with store owners and other organizations
to add things for people to do while they
are downtown this year.
"It should really be a lot of fun," he con-

chided.
Seth summed things up. "When I was
eight years old, my dad gave me the choice
of getting a present or being in the Soapbox..
Derby. I chose the Soapbox Derby and
have never been sorry. 1 built my first car
with my dad and granddad helping. I've
been in the races each year since and
enjoyed them all.
-it's a pro)CCt dial you have to see
through. It's fun, you meet a lot of nice
people and good sportsmanship is not only
expected, but required," he expressed.
For further information, call 759-9474
and talk with Deana Wright at the Murray
Main Street office.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
Licensed Practical Nurse, Carolyn Carraway. and
the National Marrow Donor Program have teamed
up for a hone marrow donor drive in Murray on
Tuesday, May 6.
The dnve will take place at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Private Dining Rooms I and 2 on
the first floor of the hospital. 803 Poplar Street, 7
a.m. - 7 p.m.
Carolyn Carraway, Licensed Practical Nurse
for over 42 years, is a major supporter of the bone
marrow donor registry and is helping to promote
the drive.
"This is the first year MCCH has hosted a bone
marrow donor drive and we are looking to help
find donor matches, and increase the number of
potential donors entered onto the national registry," said Carraway. "I have a personal tie to the
drive because my daughter, Stephanie McClard.
was diagnosed with Myelodysplastic Syndrome in
May 2007 and is in need of a transplant."
A transplant requires matching tissue types
between the patient and donor. Tissue types are
inherited, and 70 percent of patients do not have a

matched donor in their family. These patients and' •
those without siblings turn to the National Marrow
Donor Program Registry to find a match. If it:1".
donor-recipient match is found, the process of.
donating is now easier and virtually painless...
Where in years past, patients were required to,
donate actual marrow, donating is now as easy as.',
donating blood.
Potential donors will be educated on the
process and will complete a consent form and fill
out a health questionnaire. They will also be asked
to donate a sample of their DNA through a mouth
swab on a Q-Tip. Donors must be between the
ages of 18 and 60 and in reasonably good health.
Nationally, the National Marrow Donor
Program Registry facilitates almost 2,5130 transplants annually The registry includes more than
5.5 million people who have volunteered to donate.:;
marrow or blood cells to any patient, anywhere
the world.
For more infonnation on the donor drives.
email Carolyn Carraway, at ccanaway@murray-hospitaforg or contact the MCCH Marketing
Department at 762-1381.
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How Corny
Now warm weather Is
here and we eta thinking
about camp, plcnIct., and
family get together.. What
is better then corn In many
different ways. We love
grill corn, boiled corn, skillet corn, corn salad and
corn cassrole. The recipes
below are lust some of
our favorites.

covers to avoid," said Seth.
Zach thought that made the races more
interesting and commented that both lanes
Idriver's switch lanes in each heat) seemed
equal during various pans of the day.
"Maybe the sun and shadows had more
to do with the other location because it
seemed that one lane was always faster
than the other," he said.

Bone marrow donor drive planned

227-0929

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

Photo provided.

With the Mainstream Commercial Divers, Inc. Soapbox Derby racer are Seth (fore-•
ground), Zach (rght) and dad Craig Fortenberry.

"We loved the atmosphere downtown"

said,Craig.
When asked about the downtown Main
Street location for the race, Seth, Zach and
Craig Fortenbery were all excited and positive.
"It was a little more challenging than the
previous location in that there was a slight
angle to the track and a couple of man-hole
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pour over vegetables Let set at least 24 hrs
Country Corn
By Mr Mom
8 ears corn. husked
2 tablespoons sugar
1 tablespoons all-purpose flour
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
1 cup heavy cream
1/2 cup cold water
2 tablespoons bacon grease
1 tablespoons salted butter
In a large bowl, cut the tip off cob Cut
the kernels from cob with a small paring knife
Using the back of the blade, scrape against
the cob to press out the milky liquid
Whisk together sugar. flour. and salt and
pepper. to taste. Combine with corn Add the
heavy cream and water. Mix.
In a large skillet over medium heat, heat
bacon grease. Add corn mixture and turn heat
down to medium-low, stirring until it becomes
creamy. about 30 minutes
Add the butter right before serving
GOO

If you have some summer recipes to share
with our readers please email us at mrmommurray@bellsouth.net or write Mr MOM at Murray Ledger & Times. An as my daughter said
"That's a keeper' and don't forget to let the
children help!

Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention(CC-ASAP)
proudly welcomes...

GENERAL ARTHUR T. DEAN
Chairman and CEO of
Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America(CADCA)
on Monday, April 28
from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
at Wrather Museum,
Murray State University
- Refreshments will be served. At.A retired Major General of the U.S. Army, General Dean
is nationally recognized as a powerful leader in the fight
against drugs in this country. General Dean will discuss
the importance of Community Coalitions across the United
States, as well as in Kentucky and our own community.
Please go to www.ccasap.com for details about General Dean's
career. For more information, call CC-ASAP at 762-7333.
This event is free and open to the public.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday. April 25,2008:
A willingness to expand mentally earmarks your success this
year. Many of your opinions
will reverse themselves given
time and more information. You
are serious. grounded yet sensitive. In some way, shape or
form, a foreigner or someone
quite different could play a
major role in your year. In many
ways you achieve your desires.
Professionally, be aware that
others might not think like you
or could be jealous. If you are
single, someone easily could
light up your life. This relationship could evolve to a life-long
one. If you are attached, more
understanding and empathy
flow between you. CAPRICORN always has a practical
way of eyeing a situation.
'The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'U Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

)provided...
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ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** If kicking back is your
plan, you can forget it. It appears
you will be forced to lake a stand
or handle a responsibility. You
add magic to someone's life.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Reach beyond your
daily circle, whether making
weekend plans or looking at an
issue. Your ability to be creative
and get past a problem manifests invite different ideas and
people into your life.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Work with someone
directly arid refuse to get caught
up in another's drama. New
beginnings are possible with
kit finances and key partnerhips.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to
rethink an offer. Surprisingly, you
suddenly see other options and

.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, April 24.
the 115th day of 2008. There are
251 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History,
On April 24, 1916. some 1,600
Irish nationalists launched the Easter Rising by seizing several key
sites in Dublin, Ireland. (The risJur ins was put down by British fortes
almost a week later.)
On this date:
In 1792, the national anthem
of France, -La Marseillaise." was
composed by Captain Claude
Joseph Rouge* de Lisle.
In 1877, federal troops were
ordered out of New Orleans, ending the North's post-Civil War
rule in the South.
In 1898, Spain declared war
on the United States after rejecting America's ultimatum to withdraw from Cuba.
In 1915, the Ottoman Empire
113
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began the brutal mass deportation
of Armenians during World War
In 1953. British statesman Winston Churchill was knighted by
Queen Elizabeth II.
In 1970, the People's Republic of China launched its first
satellite, which kept transmitting
a song, -The East is Red.In 1980, the United States
launched an unsuccessful attempt
to free the American hostages in
Iran. a mission that resulted in
the deaths of eight U.S. servicemen.
In 1986, Wallis, the Duchess
of Windsor, for whom King Edward
VIII had given up the British
throne, died in Paris.
In 1988, Greek cycling champion Kanellos Kanellopoulos pedaled the human-powered aircraft
"Daedalus 88" over the Aegean
Sea for nearly four hours.
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Vitamin C
eases purpura

Dear Abby

Ten years ago: After a month
of confrontation, Russian lawmakers caved in to President Boris
Yeltsin, approving the acting prime
minister,
35-year-old
Sergei
Kiriyeitko, as premier. (Kiriyenko
was fired just four months later.)
In Edinboro, Pa., science teacher
John Gillette was shot to death
ai a middle school graduation
dance, the gunman. 14-year-old
Andrew Wurst, later pleaded guilty
to third-degree murder and was sentenced to 30 to 60 years in prison.
Five years ago: U.S. farces in
Iraq took custody of Tariq Aztz,
the former Iraqi deputy prime minister. China shut down a Beijing
hospital as the global death toll
from SARS surpassed 260. In Red
Lion, Pa.. 14-year-old James Sheets
shot and killed principal Eugene
Segro inside a crowded junior
high cafeteria, then killed himself.
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which is the company joke
and the talk of the town. My
birthday was last week, and Dad
did not even wish me a happy
birthday. Pretty sad for a man
with one child he sees every
day.
How can I find the strength
to get on with my life? -RUNNING OUT OF AIR
It
RUNNING:
DEAR
shouldn't be difficult; consider the alternative. Your father
will stay exactly where he is
until he becomes incapacitated or dies -- whichever comes
first. You have not once mentioned a succession plan that
includes you.
If you want to wind up
working for the "company
joke," stay where you are. If
not, put out some feelers regarding opportunities in your industry. You say you are respected. You might be pleasantly
surprised to find there are some
attractive options.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
had severe purpura on my arms
for the last two years. My doctor told me there is no remedy,
and I will have to live with it.
I'm tired of constantly wearing
long sleeves. What can I do to
get rid of
these spots?
Taking vitamin C seems
to help some.
DEAR
READER:
Purpura
is
spontaneous
hemorrhage
tissues.
in
Small, pinpoint areas
By
are
called
Dr. Peter Gott
petechiae,
and larger areas are called ecchymoses (bruises)
For some reason, the veins
in your arms are rupturing spontaneously. This can have many
causes, including clotting disorders, high blood pressure and
the aging process. Purpura caused
by the aging process often presents as dark purple or brown
spots on the forearms and back
of the hands. 'This is most likely your problem, and your physician is correct that there is no
cure. However, various creams,
lotions and cosmetic procedures
can help the spots to fade.
Before resorting to cosmetic
options, make sure there's no
treatable cause, such as uncontrolled high blood pressure. You
also need to make sure you do
not have a new clotting problem, which is often caused by
taking too high a dose of anticoagulant medication (Coumadin,
aspirin, etc.).

Dr. Gott

DEAR ABBY: How can I
make my husband understand
that eating out every Sunday
after church is not only a waste
of money, but also makes going
out for special occasions not
as important as they could be?
I try to explain that we could
do something besides eat out,
but he only wants to do that.
We spend anywhere from
$80 to $100 each week on
dinner out. My husband puts
it on a credit card. Now, I'll
admit that I'm not that "up"
on how credit cards work, but
I know we'll have to pay them
off eventually. We don't have
the kind of money to splurge
every week. How should I deal
with this? -- TIRED OF EATING OUT, HAMPTON, VA.
DEAR TIRED OF EATING OUT: Have another talk
with your husband. If he is
able to pay his credit card
bills in full every month, then
you should stop worrying. If
he is not, then you are living
beyond your means -- a practice that has gotten many thousands of people in big financial trouble. And if that's the
case, to assure your future you
both need to agree upon a
budget and reorganize your
priorities.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

Make an appointment with a
hematologist (blood specialist).
It is important that when you
see the specialist, you have a
list of your current and recently stopped medications, a history of how long this has been
happening, whether there is a family history of clotting disorders
and a list of what you have used
to try to get rid of the purpura, such as the vitamin C. (Vitamin C deficiency can also cause
spontaneous bruising, which may
be why supplements have helped.)
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Blood —
Donations and Disorders.DEAR DR. GOTT: I want
to know if you think a mouthwash made of one part water
and one part hydrogen peroxide
is good. I read about it somewhere and thought it was worth
a try because it would be less
costly than other rinses. Since
trying it, I can't see a problem
with it. I make sure to rinse
with plain water afterward so I
don't have a bad aftertaste. Do
you know if this is safe to use?
Will it have adverse long-term
effects?
DEAR READER: Hydrogen
peroxide is perfectly safe to use.
The recipe and directions for use
as a mouthwash are included on
the bottle of 3 percent hydrogen
peroxide. It recommends mixing
equal amounts of water and peroxide to use as a mouth cleamer.
But don't swallow the mixture.
The smal amount swallowed during normal mouth cleansing will
not cause harm. You can continue to use your homemade
mouthwash safely.

Cootrectirldpe
Good Partnership Defense
Fast dealer.
fast-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•K J 106
If A4 2
•.1 6
•Q 1 8 7
EAST
WEST
•7 5 3
CA
•97
I/1 10 6 3
•(4 7 5 4
•AK 10%32
•I0952
•A6
SOUTH
•Q 9 8 4 2
K Q 85
•9
•K 4 3
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
•
IC
2•
3•
4•
4•
Opening lead
four of diamonds
The subtleties of defense available to a pair in tune with one
another can sometimes convert
impending defeat into victory. The
messages exchanged need only be
correctly interpreted for the best
result to he achieved.
For esample, examine this hand
played in a team match. At the first
table. raithing much happened South
got to lour spades on the bidding
shown. and West led a diamond Last
took the king and continued with the

000

To receive a collection of
Abby's most memorable -- and
most frequently requested -poems and essays, send a business-sized, self-addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $6 (U.S. funds) to:

ace. Declarer ruffed, led a trump and .
eventually lost a club to the ace to
make exactly four spades.
At the second table, the same contract was reached on similar bidding.
hut here the defense functioned more effectively, and South went down :
one.
West led the four of diamonds.
Kist as at the first table, and Fast also won with the king. But at this table.
East did not continue the suit. Vie
realized from the bidding and open- ing lead that South almost surely had
started with a singleton diamond.
So at trick two, he shifted to the
ace of clubs. Ile was hoping to find
West with the king of clubs, in which
case a club continuation and a ruff
would defeat the contract.
West dithet have the king and
might have played the deuce on the
ace to deny it, but he did have the ace
of spades, a card his panne, knew
nothing about. Since Last seemed •
interested in obtaining a club ruff,
West played the nine on the ace, ask
ing for another club lead
East happily obliged, and though .
he was temporarily disappointed
when declarer showed up with the
king, begot his club mire short time
later when West won the spade ace
and returned a club to sink the contract.

Tomorrow:'test your play
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DEAR ABBY: I'm in my
early 40s. I studied marketing
and merchandising in college,
but after graduation I chose
to work in the family business. I married young, and my
father hired my first husband
so he could one day take over
because
I
wasn't considered
" man "
to
enough
carry on this
third-gene ration business.
I
have
spent
the
last 22 yeitrs
learning this
By Abigail
business
Van Buren
inside and
out. The employees respect me,
and I have also gained respect
within our industry. Although
the number of women is still
small, more and more women
are involving themselves in
this and related fields.
My day-in/day-out misery
comes from my father. He is
72 and still works every day.
He is old school. No matter
how much money I make for
this company or how much
respect I gain from others, he
will never acknowledge it. He
constantly argues with me, and
when he knows he's wrong,
he walks out of the room. If
I hear. "I have been doing this
longer than you have" once
more, I'll scream.
I would like to move on
with my life -- meaning, get
a new career. But being an
only child in a family business that started in the 1920s,
I feel trapped.
My ex-still works here,
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are not locked in a situation. A
boss or higher-up might be
watching and thinking "promotion.'
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Let your imagination
add that flourish and excitement
to your life Be aware that others
are eyeing your leadership qualities Revitalize your life by waving a green light to new ideas.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your mind might
already be in weekend mode,
forcing heavy self-discipline in
order to complete a necessary
lob and/or to clear you,- desk.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Tension builds left and
right. You are not able to accomplish all you want, If you can
work from home, you could get a
lot done much more quickly.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Talk and share more of
your ideas. You might wadt to try
a different approach or handle a
situation differently. An associate
lets you know how much he or
she appreciates you.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
**** Rethink your directions
and choices, especially involving
finances. Loosen up when dealing with a child or loved one.
Make it OK to indulge this persoh once in a while.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your involvement in a
project could set you back.
News from a distance could add
a serious tone to an idea.
Spending regarding your home
could cost a lot more than you
realize,
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Slow down and approach
each matter carefully. You might
have many inner thoughts or a
different sense of direction.
Process, analyze and check out
options.
PISCiiS (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Zero in on what you
want. Think about new possibilities rather than bounce right into
them. Your instincts might be
right-on with a gift of affection..
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Daughter hits glass ceiling
in her own family's business
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1 Insect stage
6 Fissures
11 Snark domains
13 Desperado
14 Sigh of relief
15 Moppet
16 Pickup truck
Part
17 — cal
18 Tijuana aunt
20 Renowned
22 Andy Capp's
wife
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12 Stash the
bags
13 Complied
19 Poker card
21 Wool cap
22 Back again

24 On the blink
26 Shipboard
romance
28 Forest grazer
30 Portion of a
circle
32 Fillings
34 Homburg
cousin
35 Aberdeen kid
36 Pull hard
38 E-mail
provider
39 Sink parts
40 London cop
42 Kind of pool
44 Blockheads
46 Friends
47 Soap target
50 Flour holder
52 'Teeth-chattering sound
55 Cry of pain
57 Gold, in chem
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Study: Humans escaped extinction
Truly an epic drama, whtten in which appear to have diverged
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
from other people between
our DNA."
AP Science Writer
Wells is director of the 90,000 and 150,000 years ago.
I
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The researchers led by Dimon
Human beings may have had a Genographic Project, launched
! brush with extinction 70,000 in 2(X.)5 to study anthropology Behar of Rambam Medicat
years ago, an extensive genetic using genetics. The report was Center in Haifa. Israel an4
published in the American Saharon Rosset of IBM T.J.:
study suggests.
Watson Research Center in:
The number of early humans Journal of Human Genetics.
Previous studies using mito- Yorktown Heights, N.Y., and Tel
may have shrunk as low as
2,000 before numbers began to chondria) DNA — which is Aviv University concluded that
expand again in the early Stone passed down through mothers humans separated into smelt
Age, according to an analysis — have traced modern humans populations prior to the Stone
to a single "mitochondnal Eve," Age, when they came back
released today.
"This study illustrates the who lived in Africa about together and began to increase in
numbers and spread to other
extraordinary power of genetics 200,000 years ago.
The migrations ot humans areas.
to reveal insights into some of
Eastern Africa experienced it
the key events in our species' out of Africa to populate the rest
Wells, of the world appear to have series of severe droughts
Spencer
history,"
National Geographic Society begun about 60,000 years ago, between 135,000 and 90,000
explorer in residence, said in a but little has been known about years ago and the researchere
staternent. -Tiny bands of early humans between Eve and that said this climatological shift
may have contributed to the
humans, forced apart by harsh dispersal.
'The new study looks at the population changes, dividing
environmental conditions, corning back from the brink to mitochondrial DNA of the Khoi into small, isolated groups
reunite and populate the world. and San people in South Africa which developed independently.
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SALE
Photos by Pamela Barron

SIGNS OF SPRING: The bright purple colors of the tree, the
robin and eggs make a grand statement that spring is here.
The top photo shows a robin looking over Its eggs in a nest
outside the Calloway County Judicial Building, while the bottom photo shows the newly hatched birds enjoying (?) a predigested meal.
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